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(ABSTRACT) 

In this thesis, methods of identification of redundant faults and test pattern compaction 

are presented. The aim of the research is to improve an existing test pattern generator 

ATALANTA by incorporating methods for identification of redundant faults and test compaction. 

The faults are modeled as stuck-at faults for combinational circuits. 

To guarantee the completeness of the generated test set all redundant faults should be 

identified. For this purpose the process of dynamic unique sensitization is implemented. This 

process studies the circuit for the existing state of value assignments and determines the dynamic 

dominators to identify redundant faults. The test set size is compacted to reduce the test storage 

space and test application time. The process of compaction is done by shuffling the test set and 

simulating the re-arranged test set to drop unnecessary test patterns. Experimental results show 

that the methods lead to a smaller test set size and identification of all redundant faults.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

With the progress of VLSI technology, the problem of testing digital circuits 

becomes more and more difficult. Because of the increase in circuit size and the limited 

accessibility to internal nodes of a circuit, the cost of testing a chip has become a substantial 

part of the overall chip cost. To keep chip testing costs within reasonable bounds, design 

for testability methods and, in particular, various scan-design techniques have been 

developed. Full scan designs transform a given sequential circuit into a combinational 

circuit in test mode. Thus, the digital circuit testing problem could be reduced to testing of 

combinational circuits. Owing to the full scan design, test pattern generation for 

combinational circuits is pervasive in testing of contemporary VLSI circuits. 

In order to maintain the defect level of chips below a certain level, it is necessary to 

achieve high fault coverage. Identification of redundant faults is important in achieving high 

fault coverage. Identified redundant faults can be eliminated, if necessary, to enhance the 

fault coverage. Also, keeping the test set size small is necessary because it helps to reduce 

the test storage requirement as well as the test application time. 

The problem of developing a test pattern generator with high fault coverage and 

small test set has been discussed in a number of papers. Some of the test generators are 
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SOCRATES [19], improved SOCRATES [18], Smail Test Generator for large circuits [8] 

and Automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) for Ultra-large structured design [14]. 

SOCRATES was the first automatic test pattern generator which identified all the redundant 

faults for the ISCAS85 benchmark circuits. The ATPG proposed by Kundu, et al., can 

handle designs with a million gates and requires low memory usage, but is unable to 

identify all redundant faults [8]. The ATPG system developed by Waicukauski, et al., 

successfully tested or proved redundant all faults of the ISCAS85 and ISCAS89 

benchmark circuits with better performance than previously published results [14]. Many 

test compaction techniques have also been discussed in Dynamic compaction [24], SMART 

& FAST [20], COMPACTEST [13] and ROTCO [5]. Dynamic compaction was the initial 

work reported on dynamic compaction of test sets [24]. SMART & FAST incorporated the 

dynamic compaction technique in a test pattern generator system [20]. ROTCO 

incorporated with COMPACTEST gives the minimal test set reported so far in the literature 

[5]. The test compaction techniques developed so far require long processing time. 

An ATPG is a system which reads a circuit and generates a set of tests. An ATPG 

consists of a test pattern generator and a fault simulator. Test pattern generation is typically 

performed in three sessions. The first session is the random pattern test generation 

(RPTG), where random test patterns are generated and applied to determine the detected 

faults. The deterministic test pattern generation (DTPG) session follows the RPTG session. 

In this session, test patterns are generated for specific faults. Lastly, the generated test set is 

compacted using test compaction techniques. A fault simulator determines the faults 

detected by the generated test patterns and deletes them from the fault list. Most ATPGs 

generate an internal target fault list based on the circuit description. Figure 1.1 gives an 

overview of an ATPG system. 
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Figure 1.1. Overview of an ATPG System. 

The work presented in this thesis is based on an existing ATPG, ATALANTA, 

which was developed by Lee and Ha at Virginia Tech. ATALANTA generates tests in two 

sessions, the RPTG session and the DTPG session. When all the faults are processed, the 

size of the generated test set is compacted by reverse order fault simulation. ATALANTA 

does not identify all redundant faults, and a few faults are aborted, i.e., neither detected nor 

identified. The aim of this research is to improve ATALANTA to identify all the redundant 

faults and to reduce the test set size with a moderate increase in CPU time. The 

improvements are incorporated in version 1.1 of ATALANTA. 

The basic flow of the test generation process for ATALANTA 1.1 is the same as for 

ATALANTA, but a few heuristics have been incorporated to improve performance. In 

ATALANTA 1.1, the DTPG session is applied in two phases. The phases are based on test 

generation for specific faults. After the RPTG session, there could be a few faults 

remaining in the target fault list which are not yet detected. These are processed during the 
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deterministic test generation session. Heuristics are incorporated in this session to find the 

test in a fast and efficient manner. These heuristics are used to assign as many necessary 

values to the circuit as possible, making the deterministic session more intelligent. One of 

the heuristics incorporated is known as the dynamic unique Sensitization [18]. As a result 

of this heuristic ATALANTA 1.1 is capable of identifying all the redundant faults. In order 

to achieve a compaction of the generated test set, fault simulation in reverse order is carried 

out along with shuffled test set simulation. 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related work. This chapter 

also gives terms and definitions necessary to understand the proposed works. The details 

of the existing version of ATALANTA are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides the 

details of the improvements made on ATALANTA. Two major improvements, 

identification of redundant faults and reduction of test set size, are described. Chapter 5 

contains experimental results of ATALANTA and compares them with results of 

ATALANTA 1.1. Chapter 6 gives the summary of the work. 

The thesis has three appendices. Appendix A contains the Users Manual for 

ATALANTA 1.1. Appendix B provides the results obtained for one of the benchmark 

circuits. Appendix C contains the flow charts for different routines of the FAN algorithm. 
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Chapter 2. Background and Related Research 

In this chapter, terms and definitions required to understand the work are given 

along with the related research. Section 2.1 explains the common terms and definitions. 

Section 2.2 and 2.3 presents different redundancy identification methods and test 

compaction techniques, respectively. Finally, Section 2.4 gives overview of some of the 

existing ATPGs. 

2.1. Terms and Definitions 

Common terminologies pertaining to test generation for logic circuits are defined in 

this section. A stuck-at-1 (s-a-1) fault on a signal net causes that net to permanently assume 

a 1 state. A stuck-at-0 (s-a-0) fault causes a permanent 0 on the faulty net. Five valued logic 

{0, 1, X, D, D} is used to describe the behavior of a circuit with failure. The value D 

designates a logic value 1 for a net in the good circuit or good machine and a 0 for the same 

net in the failing machine, D is also denoted as 1/0. Value D is the complement of D, D is 

also denoted as 0/1. X designates a' unspecified’ value. A behavior difference between the 

good circuit and the failing circuit propagates along the sensitized path. Line justification is 

a recursive process in which the value of a gate output is justified by values of the gate 

inputs, and so on, until primary inputs (PIs) are reached. 

w
i
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The D-frontier consists of all gates whose output value is currently X but have one 

or more error signals (either D's or D's) on their inputs. Error propagation consists of 

selecting one gate from the D-frontier and assigning values to the unspecified gate inputs so 

that the gate output becomes D or D. This procedure is referred to as the D-drive 

operation. A line that is reachable from at least one stem (fan-out line) is said to be a bound 

line. A line that is not bound is said to be free. A head line is a free line that directly feeds a 

bound line. When a free line is adjacent to a bound line, we say that the line is a head line. 

For details on bound, head and free lines, refer to [22]. 

A signal y is said to dominate signal x, i.e. y belong to dom(x), if all directed paths 

from x to the primary outputs of the circuit pass through y. Thereby, dom(x) denotes the 

set of signals that dominate signal x. The elements of dom(x) are called dominators of x. 

A signal y is said to be the immediate dominator of signal x, if y belong to dom(x) 

and y is that element of dom(x) with the lowest circuit level. 

2.2. Redundancy Identification 

The performance of an ATPG can be significantly improved by identifying 

redundant faults. Many methods have been proposed for redundancy identification, some 

of which are given below. 

A method called dynamic redundancy identification (DYRID) was proposed by 

Abramovici, et al., [6]. This method works dynamically during test generation but is not 

based on a search process. It relies on test covering relations among faults, which allows 
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identification of additional redundant faults after the test generation fails to generate a test 

for a target fault. However, since identification of additional redundant faults depends on 

the fan-out structure of the circuit, improvement in performance 1s not guaranteed in all the 

circuits. Another method based on search state equivalence was proposed by Giraldi, et al., 

(12]. In this method, the Equivalent STate hashing algorithm (EST) is extended to 

accelerate redundancy identification. The search space is reduced by using learned search 

state equivalence to detect previously encountered search spaces and to make internal node 

assignments. The EST algorithm is extended in two ways. The first ensures that each 

portion of the ATPG search space is explored only once and the second applies headline 

objectives in parallel, rather than serially. A method of calculating necessary assignments 

based on reduction lists was proposed by Rajaski, et al., [16]. The results indicate that the 

algorithm was particularly helpful in identification of redundant faults. The algorithm uses a 

16-valued logic system and are based on the mathematical concept of images and inverse 

images of set functions. Aiming at improvement of test generation and redundancy 

identification, Schultz and Auth [18], presented techniques based on dynamic learning and 

dynamic unique sensitization. These techniques are an improvement to previously reported 

[19] techniques, static learning and unique sensitization. The techniques are briefly 

explained below. 

Static learning [19], helps in determining logic values of signals when no 

implications can be performed by the implication procedure used in FAN [22]. There is a 

logical identity called the contrapositive: (P=Q) = (= Q = -P). This relation helps in 

assigning logic values during the preprocessing phase. In order to perform this additional 

implication during the DIPG session, a learning procedure is performed during the 

preprocessing phase. Based on the above, the learning criterion is formulated as follows: If 

iis the signal at which the current learning step has been initialized by the assignment i=Vj, 
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and j is a signal to which the fixed logic value Vj (0 or 1) has been assigned during the 

implication procedure, i.¢., (G=Vj) = G=Vj). Furthermore, let j be the output signal of gate 

G. If Vj requires all inputs of G to have non-controlling values and a forward implication 

has contributed to the assignment j=Vj, then the implication (j=V;) = (G=Vi) is considered 

as a part of learning. The learning procedure helps in identifying extra logic assignments, 

which helps in reducing the number of backtracks and early identification of redundant 

faults. Thus, the basic procedure of learning is to assign a logic value to a certain signal of 

the circuit and perform all implications for that assignment. From these implications, some 

results are learned by learning criterion and are applied during the DIPG session. 

To improve the process of test generation and redundancy identification, the 

learning procedure is applied dynamically, instead of executing only once during the 

preprocessing phase. This leads to the identification of considerably more global 

implications and signal values, which are uniquely determined. Similar to the learning 

procedure employed in the preprocessing phase, the dynamic learning procedure executes 

the same steps for all those signals which still have the unspecified logic value and which 

cannot be reached by the effects of the injected target fault. Four major concept have been 

developed, to be applied in the final stage of dynamic learning. The details of the dynamic 

learning procedure are presented in [18]. 

The process of unique sensitization [19] has also been improved for the purpose of 

redundancy identification. Improvement has been made so that the process of unique 

sensitization can be carried out dynamically [18]. The static unique sensitization and 

dynamic unique sensitization procedures have been explained in detail in Chapters 3 and 4 

respectively. 
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2.3. Test Compaction 

Reduction in test set size helps in reducing the storage requirement and test 

application time. Some of the test compaction methods have been briefly explained below. 

The dynamic method of compaction was proposed by Goel [24] and is employed to 

reduce the size of test patterns. The primary fault selection is done by a serial search 

starting from the primary inputs (PIs). The lowest block index is assigned to the block 

closest to PIs. After the test has been generated for a primary fault, a secondary fault is 

selected. At this point some PIs are at a known state and others are at X state. The 

implication of the assigned PIs is performed. The process of selecting a secondary fault 

starts from the POs. Each of the POs is processed once. The selected PO could be specified 

or unspecified, but first the unspecified POs are processed. Depending on the block feeding 

of the selected PO, the secondary fault is determined. If the feeding block has an untested 

output stuck at fault which is different from the current output state or if it has an untested 

input stuck at fault different from the state on that input, and the other inputs of the feeding 

block are not at a controlling state, then the fault is selected as a secondary fault. If the 

feeding block has an X output state, it is a NAND/OR (AND/NOR) with output state 0 (1), 

it is a AND (NAND) with output state 0 (1) such that only one input of B is at a O or if it is 

a OR (NOR) with output state 0 (1) such that only one input of B is at a 1, then all 

associated come-from blocks of the feeding block are stored. At the end of this process, 

each stored gate is picked and the above process repeated on the feeding block of the gate. 

When there are no more stored gates, a new PO is selected and the process of 

determining secondary faults continues till all the POs are processed. Test is generated for 
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the secondary fault selected, without conflicting with the already assigned values for the 

primary fault. A new primary fault is picked from the fault list and process repeated till the 

fault list is empty. 

SMART & FAST proposed by Abramovici, et al., [20] employs the dynamic 

compaction procedure to reduce the number of test patterns. First a primary fault is selected 

and then a test is generated for it. Then, it searches for secondary faults that are activated 

and/or whose effect can be easily propagated to the PO. For this purpose the restart gates 

are used. A restart gate (in a test tf ), must satisfy the following conditions: 

Its output is critical (in f) but none of its inputs is critical and exactly one input has the 

controlling value C, and this input is not a C-stop line. The restart gates are very useful in 

searching for faults that are activated and can be propagated to the primary output. After 

finding a test t for primary fault, it repeatedly selects a restart gate and searches for an 

already activated gate whose effect can be propagated to the input of the restart gate, having 

the controlling value of the gate. If it succeeds in extending the test for the fault then the 

process continues till all the restart gates have been searched exhaustively. After this the 

routine looks for secondary target fault in the cones of useful PO. 

In COMPACTEST proposed by S. M. Reddy, et al., [13], three different 

components of testing have been proposed, namely, fault ordering, test compaction and 

rotating backtrace used for line justification. The fault ordering based on independent 

faults, is a preprocess that aids in the quick generation of compact test sets. The fault at the 

top of the ordered fault list, called the primary target fault, is selected. A test is generated 

for this fault. During the test generation process for the primary fault, the test generator 

uses the information obtained during preprocessing to obtain a test that detects additional 

faults in the FFR to which the primary fault belongs. The test vector is then maximally 
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compacted by reducing the number of primary inputs which are set to either 0 or 1. At this 

point, the compacted vector may not be a test for the primary fault any more. In this way, 

maximum flexibility in detecting additional faults by the same test vector is achieved, in 

most cases without compromising the detection of the primary target fault. The test 

generation process is entered again with the secondary target fault, which can potentially be 

detected. The test generation process tries to detect the secondary fault starting from the 

maximally compacted vector previously obtained, and setting only the unspecified inputs in 

the vector. In addition whenever the secondary test generation procedure cannot find a test 

for a secondary target fault, it unspecifies all the primary inputs which were set for the 

secondary target fault. Next, the test generation attempts again to detect other faults present 

in the FFR of the secondary target fault. Finally, the part of the vector that was specified to 

detect the secondary target fault is maximally compacted. This process is repeated until 

either all the inputs are specified or all the faults in the fault list are tried as secondary target 

faults. At the end, if there are any unspecified puts in the test vector, they are specified 

randomly. The test vector obtained is fault simulated and all the faults it detects are removed 

from the fault list. A new primary target fault is then selected from the top of the ordered 

fault list, and the above process is repeated. The entire process continues until either the 

fault list is empty or all the faults in the fault list have been tried once as primary target 

faults. 

The method, ROTCO, proposed by S. M. Reddy, et al., [5], is different from the 

conventional reverse order compaction method. The procedure starts with a given test set. 

The vectors in the test set are processed in reverse order of generation. Each vector is 

modified to detect additional faults. The modification of the vector is done such that the 

already specified inputs are not changed and only the inputs that are randomly specified 

(unspecified after the test generation) are changed such that the previously detected faults 
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are also detected by the present test vector. This increases the flexibility in detecting faults 

detected by earlier vectors. Here the modified test tj, resulting from the change of 

unspecified inputs, may differ from the original tj as some O (1) entries in the original 

vector may be modified to 1 (0) during test generation. It is possible then that the modified 

tj no longer detects some of the faults Fj that were detected due to the original t. So, fault 

simulation is carried out for the faults in Fj. If any fault is not detected by modified tj, then 

tj is restored to its original form. This restoration makes sure that the fault coverage is not 

compromised. 

2.4. Existing ATPGs 

In this section some of the existing ATPGs are summarized. All the ATPG outlined 

here identify all the redundant faults in ISCAS85 benchmark circuits. 

SOCRATES [19] is an ATPG based on the FAN algorithm. The test generation 

procedure is done in two phases, random test generation (RTG) and deterministic test 

generation. Before the actual test generation in the preprocess stage, a learning procedure is 

applied along with the analysis of the circuit. If the circuit is not random pattern resistant 

then the RTG phase is applied. The fault simulator used is a parallel pattern single fault 

propagation fault simulator. The deterministic test pattern generation is based on the FAN 

algorithm with a few improvements. The aim in the deterministic test generation phase is to 

assign values to the primary inputs such that the effect of the fault is simulated and 

monitored at least at one of the primary outputs. Whenever an assignment is made on a 

line, it is immediately justified and if a conflict occurs then the backtrace procedure is 
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invoked. Backtracing is a process in which the already assigned values are rejected and an 

alternate choice, that has not already been tried, is made. 

The deterministic ATG algorithm uses the following strategies: In each step of the 

algorithm, the logic values of as many signals as possible are immediately determined by an 

implication procedure. The results of the learning algorithm are also used to make all the 

possible necessary assignments. When the D-frontier consists of a single signal, a unique 

sensitization procedure is invoked. Due to this the gates that are in the unique path of fault 

propagation are assigned the necessary non-controlling values. In order to reduce the 

computational cost required for backtracing objectives through the circuit, a multiple 

backtrace procedure using very sophisticated heuristics is employed instead of a single 

backtrace procedure. The backtrace is stopped at head lines. Since, by definition, the line 

justification of the head lines can always be done without any backtracing, it is postponed 

to a final stage of the deterministic test pattern generation process. 

Improvements have been made on the implication procedure and the unique 

sensitization procedures of SOCRATES and reported in improved SOCRATES [18]. A 

dynamic learning procedure is employed where, learning is done during the test generation 

phase instead of, just once during the preprocessing phase. Also, instead of using just the 

Static unique sensitization, in this ATPG both dynamic and static unique sensitization is 

done. In dynamic unique sensitization the process is implemented during the test generation 

phase. When a few values have already been assigned then the dynamic dominators are 

assigned the necessary non-controlling values to propagate the fault to the primary output. 

The overall ATG process is performed in four phases: 

Phase 1: random test pattern generation; 
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Phase 2: deterministic ATG, using only the global implications Jearned in the preprocessing 

phase and applying the structure based unique sensitization techniques; 

Phase 3: deterministic ATG, using only the global implication learned in the preprocessing 

phase, but applying the dynamic imstructions in the improved unique Sensitization 

procedure; 

Phase 4: deterministic ATG, invoking the learning procedure dynamically each time after 

creating a new node in the decision tree and applying the dynamic instructions in the 

improved unique sensitization procedure. 

ATPG for Ultra-Large Structured Designs [14] proposed by Waicukauski, et al., is 

an ATPG based on the fact that the random pattern fault simulation is the primary source of 

test pattern generation. The process of test generation is performed in two sessions, 

random pattern test generation session and deterministic test generation session. The fault 

simulator used is the parallel pattern single fault propagation based simulator. The simulator 

used for the purpose is a 3-valued simulator, taking into account the zero, one and 

unknown logic states. For the deterministic test generation all the necessary assignments 

are made and all possible combinations tried. If all possible choices are exhausted before a 

test is found, then no test exists and the fault is proved redundant. This identification of 

redundant fault is an important part of the test generation process and is critical in achieving 

the high test coverage. Whenever a choice must be made to satisfy a decision, the first 

choice is the one that is easiest to satisfy. For this purpose the controllability and 

observability of gates is recorded and stored for further use in the deterministic session. 

The next step is to stop the assignment of values at gates that can be assigned values 

without conflict. In the FAN algorithm such lines are known as the head lines. The region 

feeding the head line is a fanout free region in which the assignment of values can be done 

without conflict. In the preprocess the static learning is performed and results recorded. 
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The immediate dominators of a gate are also recorded in the preprocess stage. By finding 

the immediate dominators a few necessary assignments can be done. This is done by 

assigning the non-controlling values to the inputs of a dominator. The values are assigned 

only to the inputs that are not in the path of the fault being propagated. For compaction the 

reverse order fault simulation method is adopted. 

The works described previously were based on the conventional branch and bound 

algorithm. Some other techniques have also been proposed to make an efficient ATPG that 

can identify all redundant faults. Two major works are by Teramoto [1] and Pradhan and 

Kunz [9]. 

The work by Pradhan and Kunz, [9] is based on recursive learning. Here a learning 

routine is called recursively. If unlimited recursions are performed then the routine 

guarantees identification of all necessary assignments. The technique is based on learning. 

Learning implies temporary injection of values at arbitrary signals in the circuit in order to 

examine their logical consequences. Simple rules are applied to learn certain information 

about current situation of value assignments. The time complexity of the method increases 

exponentially with the number of recursions. The maximum recursion depth determines 

how much is learned about the circuit. The process of recursive learning can also be applied 

along with decision tree, thereby combining the advantage of both methods. This method 

identifies all the redundant faults but the processing time is high. 

The method proposed by M. Teramoto [1] is based on searching for implying 

nodes by which an effective decision point can be selected. An implying node is defined as 

"A signal line X that cannot be affected by the injected fault is said to be the implying node 

if the value of X is determined to be the requested level and if the decision implies the value 
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of at least one primary input." Making a decision on the implying node is therefore 

equivalent to several decisions on the primary inputs. Thus, a decision made on the 

implying node results in more implications, which in turn reduces the search space in test 

generation. A method called D frontier intercept check is also introduced to find the 

necessary assignments for fault propagation, this process is quite similar to setting the 

faulty gate n FAN. 
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Chapter 3. An ATPG: ATALANTA 

In this chapter, important heuristics employed in ATALANTA are presented and 

experimental results of ATALANTA are tabulated. Section 3.1 gives an overview of 

ATALANTA. Random test generation and fault simulation methods are described in 

Section 3.2. Section 3.3 and 3.4 explain the deterministic test pattern generation session 

and the test compaction procedure respectively. Finally, Section 3.5 presents the 

performance evaluation of ATALANTA. 

3.1. ATALANTA: Overview 

ATALANTA employs FAN algorithm for test pattern generation and parallel pattern 

single fault propagation (PPSFP) method for fault simulation. The overall flowchart of 

ATALANTA is shown in Figure 3.1. Each step of the figure is explained briefly below. 

Step 1: Preprocessing 

The circuit is read in the ISCAS89 netlist format. The first step in preprocessing is the 

construction of data structure for each of the gates in the circuit. The gate structure defines 

the input and output of each of the gates and also stores other necessary information. Based 
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on the fault equivalence relationship a collapsed fault list is generated. During 

preprocessing, analysis of the circuit structure is performed to determine the propagation 

paths of the gates. This analysis is useful in the Deterministic Test Pattern Generation 

(DTPG) session to determine the unique sensitization path. 

Step 2: Random pattern test generation (RPTG) 

The purpose of the RPTG session is to reduce the overall processing time of test 

generation. A packet consisting of 32 patterns is applied during each simulation. The fault 

simulation for each packet is performed by PPSFP method. The RPTG session is 

terminated if all the fault are detected or if 2 packets (each of 32 patterns) do not detect any 

new fault. The random pattern test generation session achieves 90-95% fault coverage for 

most of the benchmark circuits. 

Step 3: Deterministic test pattern generation (DTPG) 

The remaining faults of the fault list are tested upon by the deterministic test pattern 

generation session. The deterministic test pattern generation session picks a fault from an 

ordered fault list and generates a test for the fault. The DTPG session is based upon the 

FAN algorithm. For a generated test pattern, fault simulation is performed. During fault 

simulation only one pattern is simulated. The DTPG session is terminated when all the 

faults have been processed. 

Step 4: Test compaction 

Reverse order fault simulation method is adopted to compact the test set size. During test 

generation, once a test is generated, fault simulation is performed to drop all target faults 

detected by the test. As a result, the last test vectors in a test set typically detect a small 
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number of faults which are not detected by previously generated tests. For this reason the 
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Figure 3.1. Flow Chart for ATALANTA. 
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Thus, the test generation is performed in two sessions, namely, RPTG session and 

DTPG session. The fault simulator employed for the test generator is a PPSFP fault 

simulator. At the end of test generation, reverse order fault simulation is performed to 

compact the test set size. Each of the above mentions techniques will be explained in greater 

detail. 

3.2. Random Pattern Test Generation (RPTG) 

RPTG performs fault simulation for randomly generated patterns. The effect of a 

fault is propagated to the circuit outputs by applying random stimuli to the primary inputs. 

A pattern is retained as a test if it detects any new faults. If no new faults are detected by a 

random pattern then the pattern is discarded. Experimental results in Chapter 5 show that 

about 90-99% fault coverage is achieved after RPTG in most of the benchmark circuits. As 

majority of the faults are detected during the random pattern testing session, it is crucial to 

employ an efficient and fast fault simulator to speed up the overall process. 

An efficient fault simulator is a very critical part of an effective ATPG system. 

Since the fault simulator is called iteratively in the system, its efficiency is of particular 

importance. The parallel pattern single fault propagate fault simulator [11] was chosen as it 

is known to be the most effective for combinational circuits. ATALANTA employs a 

PPSFP fault simulator called FSIM. FSIM was developed by Lee and Ha [11]. During the 

preprocessing phase, FSIM computes the level of each line and identifies the fanout free 

region (FFR) and stem region (SR) of each stem. For each packet (32 patterns) of test 

patterns, FSIM first performs fault-free simulation. Then, it performs the faulty simulation 
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based on global detectability of faults. If the global detectability of a fault is 1 for a test 

pattern, the fault is detected and removed from the fault list. 

The flow chart of the random test generation is shown in Figure 3.2. In the case 

shown a packet of 32 patterns is simulated in each pass. All the 32 patterns generated are 

random patterns different from each other. Fault simulation is performed on these patterns 

and if a new fault is detected the test pattern is included in the test set, otherwise it is 

discarded. The session is terminated if all the fault are detected or if 2 packets of 32 patterns 

does not detect any new fault. Finally, if there are any remaining faults, control is shifted to 

the DTPG session. 

As the random pattern testing continues, the number of new faults detected 

decreases sharply, and eventually a new fault is hardly detected. An increase in the amount 

of random pattern fault simulation causes the fault simulation time to increase and the test 

generation time to decrease. This is because the number of new faults detected per test is 

initially large. After a few trails, the fault coverage achieved is sufficiently high. After this 

high fault coverage is reached the number of new faults detected per pattern decreases and 

the fault simulation effort for the evaluation of those random patterns, which do not detect 

any additional fault, is wasted. Thus, there is a limit to the number of random test patterns 

applied. To take advantage of the RPTG session, only the initial high coverage is reached 

using RPTG and after that the remaining faults are detected using the DTPG session. 
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Figure 3.2. Flow Chart for Random Pattern Test Generation. 

3.3. Deterministic Test Pattern Generation (DTPG) 

Generating a test for a given fault is to find necessary logic values at the primary 

inputs, so that the target fault is activated and the effect of the fault observed at least at one 
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of the primary outputs. The DTPG session of ATALANTA is based on the FAN algorithm 

[22]. FAN algorithm proposes several heuristics to improve the test generation process. 

The heuristics are: 

i) implication procedure, 

ii) unique Sensitization, 

iii) multiple backtrace, and 

iv) free line justification. 

The flowchart of the DTPG algorithm is shown in Figure 3.4. A detailed flowchart 

as presented in reference [22] is given in Appendix C. Each step of the flowchart is briefly 

explained below. 

3.3.1 Setting a Faulty Gate 

A faulty signal is assigned D or D based on the type of fault. All the necessary 

assignments are made to propagate this fault to the faulty signal line. If the faulty line is a 

free line, the inputs are assigned to propagate the effect of the fault to the head line 

following the fault free line. The input assignments can be accomplished without 

backtracking. If the fault is at the head line or a bound line, the inputs and outputs of the 

gate are assigned values such that either D or D gets assigned to the faulty signal. The 

assigned values are uniquely determined. 
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Figure 3.3 Flowchart for the DTPG phase of ATALANTA. 
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Figure 3.4 gives examples of setting a fault at the fault site. All the faults are 

considered gate-output faults (outfaults), except for the faults occurred at the fanout 

branches. These become the gate-input fault (infaults). In Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) the faults E 

s-a-1 and E s-a-0, respectively, are outfaults, where as in Figure 3.4 (c) and (d) the faults E 

s-a-O and E s-a-1, respectively, are infaults. For the outfaults the inputs of the gate are 

assigned unique values to set the faulty gate. In case of the infault, the gate structure of the 

faulty gate does not exist. So the fault has to be initialized and set at the output of the 

following gate. As seen in Figure 3.4 (c), the gate structure exists for ' A’ but 'B', 'C’ and 

'E' are conceptual signals. When considering the infault E s-a-0 for Figure 3.4 (c), value D 

is conceptually assigned to signal E but as structure for E does not exist, the fault is 

propagated and set at H. For infaults the necessary values are assigned to the input of the 

following gate to set the fault. 
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Figure 3.4. Unique Assignments of Fault Signals 
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Whenever values are assigned, the implication process is called upon for forward 

and backward implication. 

3.3.2. Implication 

Implication is a process in which other signal values are implied by the current 

assignments. Both forward and backward implication can be performed. Based on the 

current assignment of signal values, the gates are evaluated so as to determine the uniquely 

implied values. All the current assignments of a circuit are considered in backward and 

forward manner. The process of implying other signal values based on current assignment 

continues till no more current assignments remain. At the end of implication some lines 

remain unjustified as they cannot be implied uniquely. These lines are justified by 

performing multiple backtrace. After the implication process a decision is made to see if the 

continuation of backtrace is necessary or not. If the last objective was to propagate D or D 

and the D frontier has changed, then backtrace is not meaningful. Also, if no unjustified 

lines exist, backtrace is not necessary. 

3.3.3. Unique Sensitization 

In order to speed up the test generation process, as many signal values as possible 

should be implied. Unique sensitization proposed in FAN is an effective method for 

implying signal values, and hence for speeding up the test generation process. The goal of 

unique sensitization is to imply as many values as possible along the sensitization path. 

Unique sensitization is applied only if a single gate is present in the D frontier. Let 

gate x be the D-frontier, and let dom(x) be the set of dominators of gate x. (For the 
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definitions of dominators, refer to Section 2.1). All the paths from gate x to the primary 

output pass through a dominator y (where, y € dom(x)). In order to propagate the fault 

effect from gate x to a PO, it should propagate through dominator y. This necessitates the 

assignment of the non-controlling values to the inputs of gate y which are not on the 

propagation path of x. 

An example illustrating the unique path sensitization procedure is shown in Figure 

3.5. In the figure, gate c is the unique D-frontier and the immediate dominator of c is n. 

Thus, the inputs of n that are not reachable from c should be assigned a non-controlling 

value. k and / are reachable from c and so the only input not reachable is m. Therefore, m is 

assigned ONE which is the non controlling value for AND gates, signals k and / are left as 

‘unknowns’. 

  

  

      
Figure 3.5. Illustration of Unique Sensitization Procedure. 

A formal procedure for unique sensitization is described in Figure 3.6. 
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PROCEDURE UNI QUE SENSITIZATION 

IF single D-frontier gate THEN 

WHILE immediate dominator is not empty DO 

Assign non-controlling value to inputs of 

dominator not in the path of the D frontier gate. 

END WHILE. 

END IF. 

END UNI QUE SENSITIZATION 

Figure 3.6. Algorithm for Unique Sensitization. 

The process of unique sensitization explained above is static as it does not depend 

on the existing assignments of the signal values. The process would be more effective if the 

number of uniquely assigned values increases. As will be seen in Chapter 4, this can be 

achieved by examining the circuit with existing value assignments. The procedure looks for 

dominators in the dynamic situation. 

3.3.4. Multiple Backtrace 

In the backtrace process there are two starting points. The process may Start with a 

set of initial objectives or it may start with a fanout objective to continue the last multiple 

backtrace which terminated at a fanout point. The setting of the backtrace flag is so done 

that the two start points can be easily distinguished. 
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Implication and unique sensitization specify some of the lines, as a result of which 

the inputs of some gates remain unspecified and these lines are the unjustified lines. To 

justify these gates and to propagate the fault signal to the primary output, the process of 

multiple backtrace needs to be implemented. The current assignments of the signal values in 

a gate becomes the initial objective and these initial objectives are backtraced in a breadth 

first order. In multiple backtrace an objective is defined as (s, ng(s), n1(s)) 

where, s = an objective line, 

no(s) = number of times the objective logic level 0 is required, and 

n1(s) = number of times the objective logic level 1 is required. 

During the process each objective is backtraced depending on the type of the gate and the 

objective. The process of multiple backtrace is stopped when head lines are reached. This is 

because the circuit feeding the head line is a fanout free region and for fanout free circuits, 

line justification can be performed without backtracks. The flowchart for multiple backtrace 

is show in Appendix C. 

3.3.5. Justification of Free Lines 

Backtrace is stopped at head lines and so the region feeding the head line remains 

unjustified. This region is a fanout free region (FFR) and can be justified without 

backtrace. The process starts from the justified head lines and is continued till the primary 

inputs are reached. At each step signals in FFR are assigned values based on the justified 

signals. At the end of line justification process some PIs are assigned values that create the 

fault and propagate the fault to the primary output(s). 

After the line justification process few primary inputs have ‘unspecified’ values 

assigned to them. In order to perform two logic fault simulation, these inputs are assigned 
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I's and O's at random. Fault simulation is performed using this test pattern and all the 

detected faults are removed from future processing. The process of deterministic test 

pattern generation is continued until all the faults in the target fault list have not been 

processed. 

3.4. Test Compaction 

Faults detected during the early stage of RPTG are easy-to-detect faults. Test 

patterns obtained during the late stages of RPTG and DTPG detect hard-to-detect faults. It 

is highly likely that the patterns which detect hard-to-detect faults also detect easy-to-detect 

faults. This suggests that all the faults detected by an earlier test pattern may also be 

detected by later test patterns. In such a case, the earlier test patterns can be eliminated 

without compromising the fault coverage. 

In order to eliminate those early patterns which detect only the faults covered by 

other patterns, ATALANTA performs reverse order fault simulation. In reverse order fault 

simulation, test patterns are ordered in the reverse manner, and then the fault simulation is 

performed. The flow chart for test compaction is shown in Figure 3.7. If a test pattern does 

not detect any new fault, the pattern is discarded. 

Reverse ordering is effective for test compaction as it compacts the test set by 28% 

on an average. As will be seen in the next section, the test compaction does not give a 

minimal set and there is room for further compaction. 
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Figure 3.7 Flow Chart for Test Compaction. 

3.5. Performance of ATALANTA 

ATALANTA has been implemented in C language, and run on a SUN SPARC 

platform. The performance of ATALANTA on 10 ISCAS85 combinational circuits is 

presented in Table 3.1. 
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The following columns heading are contained in Table 3.1. 

circuit - The name of the circuit, 

ng - The number of logic gates in the simulation model, 

nt - The number of test patterns in the test set after reduction, 

fc - Fault coverage for the circuit, 

af - The number of faults aborted by the test generator, 

c ratio - The compaction ratio (no. of patterns before compaction divided by no. of patterns 

after compaction), 

cpu - The CPU time in seconds for a SUN SPARC 2 required to perform the entire ATPG 

process as shown in Figure 3. 1. 

Table 3.1. Performance of ATALANTA. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                    

circuit ng nt fc af c ratio cpu 

c432 196 57 99.237 3 1.33 0.3 

c499 243 54 98.813 1 1.41 0.267 

c880 443 64 100 0 1.56 0.567 

c1355 587 87 99.492 0 1.26 0.667 

c1908 913 124 99.521 2 1.4] 1.8 

c2670 1426 120 95.741 31 1.54 10.167 

c3540 1719 183 96.004 0 1.47 5.416 

c5315 2485 214 98.897 0 1.01 3.517 

c6288 2448 36 99.561 0 1.44 7.95 

c7552 3719 224 98.265 60 1.65 48.696 
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The following observations were made: 

1) ATALANTA does not detect or identify as redundant all the faults. 

2) The compaction ratio is high, but may be improved. 

3) The speed of ATALANTA is fast owing to the fast fault simulator, FSIM. 

From, the above observations, it is clear that improvement can be made in the areas 

of redundancy identification and test set compaction. The proposed improvements are given 

in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4. Redundancy Identification and Test 

Set Compaction 

The two major objectives of this thesis related to test pattern generation 

combinational circuits are 

1) identification of all redundant faults, and 

2) compacting the test set size. 

To attain the above objectives, the existing ATPG, ATALANTA, was improved by adding 

two heuristics. In this chapter, the two heuristics employed in improving ATALANTA are 

presented. Section 4.1 gives an introduction to the heuristics. The method and 

implementation issues for redundancy identification are discussed in Section 4.2. Section 

4.3 explains the test compaction methods. 

4.1. Introduction 

In the previous chapter, it was observed that the current version of ATALANTA 

does not identify all the redundant faults in the ISCAS85 benchmark combinational circuits. 

In this thesis, the incorporation of dynamic unique sensitization [18] into ATALANTA to 

identify all the redundant faults, and a shuffling technique to reduce test set size is 
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proposed. Incorporation of the two heuristics has improved ATALANTA as will be shown 

in Chapter 5. In the following, the two methods are described in detail. 

4.2. Redundancy Identification 

As described in Chapter 2, several approaches have been proposed for redundancy 

identification. They are 

1. dynamic redundancy identification [6], 

2. search state equivalence [12], 

3. reduction lists [16], and 

4. dynamic unique sensitization & dynamic learning [18]. 

We investigated the above methods for redundancy identification, and concluded 

that dynamic unique sensitization is the most suitable for our purpose. Dynamic unique 

sensitization is an extension of unique sensitization employed in FAN. The unique 

sensitization used in FAN identifies unique paths by examining the structure of the circuit. 

Dynamic unique sensitization identifies unique paths under the assignment of some logic 

values. The dynamic unique path of a D-frontier gate may vary depending on the 

assignment of logic values. However, the unique sensitization proposed in FAN is 

independent of the assignment of logic values. To reflect this nature, we call the unique 

sensitization of FAN static unique sensitization. 

In the following subsections, we describe the dynamic unique sensitization method 

proposed by Schultz and Auth [18]. 
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4.2.1. Dynamic Unique Sensitization 

The static unique sensitization technique applies only when there is a unique D- 

frontier gate. However, the dynamic unique sensitization technique applies for multiple D- 

frontier gates. The terms presented in [18] are useful for understanding dynamic unique 

sensitization, and are repeated here. 

Definition 1: A directed path of signals P = (x1, x2, ....... , Xn) with x] # Xp is called a 

potential propagation path, if signal x1 has the logic value D or D and all other signals x2, 

beeees , Xn on P have the unspecified logic value X. 

Definition 2: A signal y is said to be a dynamic dominator of signal x, i.e. 

y € dyn_dom(x), if all the potential propagation paths from x to the primary outputs of the 

circuit pass through signal y. 

The above two terms are illustrated using the circuit in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1, 

gate 10 is the unique D-frontier. The signal paths from gate 10 that have unspecified logic 

values are considered to be the potential propagation paths. Looking at the circuit, the three 

potential propagation paths are (10, 13, 17, 19), (10, 13, 18, 19) and (10, 14, 18, 19). All 

potential propagation paths from gate 10 pass through gate 19. Hence, according to the 

definition of the dynamic dominator, gate 19 is the dynamic dominator of gate 10. Clearly, 

gate 10 does not have any structural dominator which can be considered in static unique 

sensitization. 
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of Propagation Paths and Dynamic Dominators. 

Using the above terms, the dynamic unique sensitization is formulated as follows: 

Suppose that D-frontier consist of the gates x], X2,....... , Xn. Let, 

Y = dyn_dom (x1) Adyn_dom (x2) ¢-.....  dyn_dom(xp), 

= {yl y2,..----.- » Ym}. 

Then, if any D-frontier gate propagates the effect of the fault, it must pass through all the 

gates y], y2,...... » Ym of Y. Hence, non-controlling values are assigned to inputs of gates 

Yl, Y2,---+-- » Ym provided those inputs are not reachable from the D-frontier gates xj, 

>, » Xn 

For the previous example circuit in Figure 4.1, the dynamic dominator for the 

D-frontier gate 10 is gate 19. The signal 9 is not reachable from gate 10 and does not lie on 
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its propagation path and so a non-controlling value can be assigned to signal 9. Here, 

signal 9 is assigned logic value 1. Note that, static unique sensitization cannot be applied 

for the example, but the dynamic unique sensitization implies an additional logic value at 

signal 9. 

Another example in which multiple D-frontier gates are present is given in the 

Figure 4.2. 

  

        
Figure 4.2. Illustration When More than One Signal is Present in the 

D-frontier 

Signals 1 and 6 are assumed to be in the D-frontier and rest of the signals are 

assumed to be at an unspecified value X. The static unique sensitization procedure cannot 
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be applied here as the D-frontier contains more than one D-frontier gates. As seen from the 

figure the potential propagation paths for signal 1 are (1, 9, 14, 16, 18) and (1, 10, 14, 16, 

18) and so the dynamic dominators for signal 1 are dyn_dom (1) = {14, 16, 18}. For 

signal 6 the potential propagation paths are (6, 12, 15, 18) and (6, 13, 15, 18). Therefore, 

the dynamic dominators for signal 6 are dyn_dom (6) = {15, 18}. 

Applying the dynamic sensitization procedure elements of Y are 

Y = dyn_dom (1) Adyn_dom (6) 

= {14, 16, 18} m (15, 18} 

= {18}. 

Thus, the gate 18 is acommon dynamic dominator, and hence non-controlling value can be 

assigned to all those inputs of the gate that are not reachable from any signal 1 or 6. Here, 

such an input signal 17 is assigned logic value 1. This shows that additional values are 

implied using the dynamic unique sensitization procedure. 

4.2.2. Implementation Issues 

Dynamic unique sensitization can be applied in two different ways. First, it may be 

applied during the entire DIPG session. Second, DTPG is partitioned into two phases. 

During the first phase, test patterns are generated using only static unique sensitization. 

During the second phase, dynamic unique sensitization is applied only for the remaining 

faults which are not detected during the first phase. 

We have implemented both the approaches and conducted experiments as reported 

in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.3. Flow Chart Employing Two Phases in ATALANTA 1.1 
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Experimental results as reported in Chapter 5 show that the processing time of the first 

approach is longer than that of the second approach. This is because in the first approach, 

only dynamic unique sensitization, which is more intensive in processing time, is applied to 

some faults which may be unnecessary for covering the faults. 

The second approach, which is more effective in terms of processing time, is 

incorporated in ATALANTA. Figure 4.3 shows the flow chart which employs the second 

approach. 

The DTPG phase 2 was incorporated to ATALANTA to achieve redundancy 

identification with a moderate increase in CPU time. During DTPG phase 2 the dynamic 

unique sensitization, instead of static unique sensitization in phase 1, is performed as 

shown in Figure 4.4. When D-frontier gates exist, the dynamic unique sensitization 

procedure is called in to identify dynamic dominators. If some logic values are assigned on 

inputs of dynamic dominators, these values are further implied by the implication 

procedure. 

A flow chart for dynamic unique sensitization is presented in Figure 4.5. If 

D-frontier gates are present, the dynamic unique sensitization process is performed. The 

dynamic unique sensitization procedure starts by setting the potential propagation path. In 

setting the path, all the gates that are reachable from the D-frontier gates and have 

unspecified values are determined. For each of the D-frontier gates the dynamic dominators 

are determined based on the potential propagation paths. When no more D-frontier gates are 

left, the dynamic dominators common to all the D-frontier gates are examined. If any 

D-frontier propagates the effect of the fault, it must pass through all the common dynamic 

dominator gates. Hence, the next step is to assign non-controlling values to inputs of the 
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Figure 4.4. Flow Chart for DTPG phase 2. 
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common dynamic dominator gates provided those inputs are not reachable from the 

D-frontier gates. 

The experimental results in Chapter 5 show that the dynamic unique Sensitization 

procedure incurs negligible computational overhead in terms of CPU time. 

4.3. Test Compaction 

Several methods for test compaction have been proposed in earlier literature [2, 5, 

10, 13, 24, 26] and are reviewed in Chapter 2. Most of the compaction methods proposed 

are highly efficient, but computationally complex and result in long processing times. 

To achieve the objective to reduce the test set size with moderate increase in the 

CPU time, two methods were implemented. These are dynamic compaction [24] and 

shuffling compaction. The following sections explain both methods in detail. 

4.3.1. Dynamic Compaction 

In dynamic compaction, proposed by Goel [24], the process of compaction is 

carried out during the test generation process. A fault called a primary fault is selected from 

the fault list and a test is generated for the fault. Once the test is generated, there are some 

primary inputs that are still unspecified. These unspecified inputs are specified deliberately 

to detect many faults, if possible. It should be noted that these inputs are randomly 

specified in ATALANTA. If a secondary fault can be detected by specifying some of the 

unspecified inputs, the secondary fault is successfully detected and dropped from the fault 
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list. If the test of the secondary fault causes a conflict with the existing specified inputs, it is 

left in the fault list and another fault is tried as a secondary fault. The key issue of this 

method is selection of secondary faults. Goel proposed a simple heuristic in [24]. In the 

following, we propose a method which is more efficient than the original one, but slightly 

more complex. 

First, the fault list is ordered by a breadth-first search from PI to PO. A primary 

fault is then selected from the fault list and a test generated for the fault. Then, a secondary 

fault is selected based on the following two rules. 

Rule 1, Selection of a fault from x-path: If there is an unspecified primary output, there 

exists an x-path from a primary input. The fault on the x-path is selected as secondary fault 

and can be detected by sensitizing the x-path. 

The procedure to determine a secondary fault starts by checking the existence of 

unspecified primary outputs. If such a primary output exists, then a fault on the x-path 

which is closest to the primary input is selected as the secondary fault. Test generation is 

performed for the secondary fault. If a test is found, without conflicting with the 

assignments for primary fault, then the secondary fault is detected and dropped from the 

target fault list. If no test is found for the secondary fault, a different fault on the x-path is 

selected and tried. The process is continued until all the primary outputs are specified or the 

search has exhausted. 
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Rule 2, Selection of a fault from start gate: A start gate is a gate whose exactly one defined 

input has a controlling value. An example of a start gate is shown below. 

  

  

If there is an unspecified primary input, then there may exist a start gate. For the above gate 

G, suppose that C stuck-at-0 has not been detected. If the fault is sensitized to the output D, 

the fault may be detected at a primary output. Thus, the start gates are very useful in 

searching for faults that can be propagated to the primary output. 

The process of determining secondary faults, using start gates starts from the 

unspecified primary inputs and proceeds towards the primary output. The moment a start 

gate is found, the searching process stops and the undetected fault related to the gate is 

selected as the secondary target fault. The same process described above is applied for the 

selected secondary fault. 

After all secondary faults have been processed, an undetected fault is selected as a 

primary fault and a test is generated. The flow chart for dynamic compaction is shown in 

Figure 4.6. Experimental results as presented in Chapter 5 show that the processing time 

for the dynamic compaction method is much higher as compared to the shuffling method. 
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4.3.2. Shuffling Compaction 

To achieve compaction with moderate increase in CPU time, we propose a 

shuffling method. During the test generation process, once a test is generated, fault 

simulation is performed to drop all the faults detected by the test. As a result, the last 

vectors in a test set typically detect a small number of faults. In fact, these last test patterns 

may cover all the faults detected by an earlier pattern. For this reason reverse order fault 

simulation is performed as the first step of shuffling compaction. In reverse order fault 

simulation, the test patterns are simulated in the reverse order. 

The reverse order fault simulation is effective, but test set size may be further 

compacted by resimulating test patterns in a different order. The process of shuffling 

compaction terminates when the number of test patterns dropped in two consecutive 

shuffles becomes zero. 

In the following, the effectiveness of shuffling procedure is illustrated by an 

example. Let C be an irredundant circuit with ten faults {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j}- 

Suppose that a set of seven test patterns are given, where the faults detected by each pattern 

are given in Table 4.1. Column II of the table gives the newly detected faults of the patterns 

and Column III gives all the faults detected by the test pattern. 
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Table 4.1. Detected Faults 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Test Newly detected faults All the detected faults 

t] a,b a, b 

t2 c, d c, d 

t3 e e 

{4 f, g a, b, c, d, e, f, g 

t5 h a, b, e, h 

1 i, h, f, d 

t7 j j, 1, h, f 
  

The reverse order fault simulation simulates test pattern t7 first and t, last. The 

result of the reverse order simulation is shown in Table 4.2. The test set size has reduced 

from seven test patterns to four test patterns. 

Table 4.2. Test Patterns after Reverse Order Fault Simulation 

  

  

  

  

  

    

Test Newly detected faults All the detected faults 

t7 j, i, h, f j,i, h, f 

16 d i, h, f, d 

t5 a, bie a, b, e, h 

4 g,C a, b, c, d, e, f, g     
  

  

  
After the process of reverse order fault simulation, the shuffling method further 

simulates test patterns in random order. Suppose that the test patterns are re-arranged 
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randomly as {t4, t7, t5, t6}. When the simulation is performed on this order, all the faults 

are detected by the first two test vectors. Hence, the test set is further reduced to two 

patterns as seen in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Test Patterns after Shuffling 

  

  
  

  

  

Test Newly detected faults All the detected faults 

t4 a, b, c, d, e, f, g a, b, c, d, e, f, g 

t7 h, i, j j,i, h, f       
  

It is clear that a minimal test set size for the given test patterns can be obtained by 

repeating the process many times. However, a large number of iterations may result in 

excessive CPU time. To attain a reduced test set without substantially increasing the 

processing time, a compromise is made between the test set size and the CPU time. The 

shuffling compaction is terminated when two consecutive shuffles do not drop any test 

patterns. Due to this, the compaction achieved may not be maximal. 

The flow chart for the compaction procedure is given in Figure 4.7. The process 

starts with reverse order fault simulation. For further compaction the test patterns are 

arranged in a random order and resimulated. The test patterns that do not detect any new 

faults are removed from the test set. The process is terminated when two consecutive 

shuffles do not drop any test patterns. 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Results. 

In this chapter, experimental results are presented. Section 5.1 gives an introduction 

to the environment in which experiments are performed. Experimental results for 

identification of all redundant faults are presented in Section 5.2. Results on test set 

compaction are presented in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 shows the importance of the random 

pattern test generation session. Finally, Section 5.5 presents the overall performance of the 

new ATPG. 

5.1. Introduction 

In order to measure the performance of the new heuristic described in Chapter 4, 

we have incorporated the heuristic into an existing automatic test pattern generator (ATPG), 

ATALANTA. ATALANTA generates tests in two sessions, a random patiern test 

generation (RPTG) session and a deterministic test pattern generation (DTPG) session. The 

DTPG session employs Static unique sensitization to reduce the search space and is based 

on the FAN algorithm. At the end of the test generation, reverse order fault simulation is 

performed to compact the test set. The new heuristics incorporated are dynamic unique 

sensitization and shuffling compaction. Dynamic unique sensitization is incorporated to 
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Table 5.1. Profile of All the Circuits. 

= 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

CIRCUIT  #INPUTS | #OUTPUTS| #GATES | #FAULTS 
c432 36 7 196 524 
c499 4] 32 243 758 
c880 60 26 443 942 
c1355 4] 32 587 1574 

c1908 33 25 913 1879 
c2670 233 140 1426 2747 
c3540 50 22 1719 3428 
c5315 178 123 2485 5350 
C6288 32 32 2448 7744 

c7552 207 108 3719 7550 

$208 19 10 115 215 
$298 17 20 136 308 

s344 24 26 193 342 
8349 24 26 194 350 
$382 24 27 182 399 
$386 13 13 172 384 
s400 24 27 186 424 
s420 35 18 231 430 
s444 24 27 205 474 

s510 25 13 236 564 
$526 24 27 217 555 
s526n 24 27 218 553 
s641 54 42 433 463 
s731 54 42 447 581 

$820 23 24 312 850 

$832 23 24 310 870 
$838 67 34 457 857 
s953 45 52 440 1079 
$1196 32 32 561 1242 
$1238 32 32 540 1355 

$1423 91 79 748 1515 
$1488 14 25 667 1486 
51494 14 25 661 1506 
$5378 214 213 3050 4551 
835932 1763 2048 18148 39094 
838417 1664 1742 23921 31180 
average 146.62 145.06 1865.53 3447.86     
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identify all the redundant faults by reducing the search space and shuffling compaction is 

used to reduce the size of the test set. 

A number of experiments were performed on the new ATPG using ten ISCAS85 

combinational benchmark circuits and the combinational version of 26 ISCAS89 sequential 

benchmark circuits. These circuits consist of the following primitive elements; AND, 

NAND, OR, NOR, NOT, XOR, INPUT and OUTPUT. The original sequential circuits 

contain D-type flip-flops and these are removed in the combinational version. Table 5.1 

gives the profile of all the circuits on which experiments were performed. The number of 

inputs, outputs, gates and the number of collapsed faults for each of the circuits are shown 

in the table. The prefix "c" in the circuit name denotes combinational benchmark circuits 

and the prefix "s" denotes sequential benchmark circuits. The size of circuits ranges from 

about 200 gates to 24,000 gates. All the experiments were performed on a SUN 

Sparcstation 2. 

5.2 Identification of Redundant Faults 

As described earlier, the primary objective of this thesis is to improve ATALANTA, 

so that it can identify all redundant faults with a small increase in CPU time. Among the 

various methods for identifying all redundant faults described in Chapter 2, 

ATALANTA 1.1 incorporated dynamic unique sensitization method. This section presents 

experimental results of ATALANTA 1.1 related to the identification of redundant faults. 

The original ATALANTA is a direct implementation of the FAN algorithm. 

ATALANTA generates test patterns in two sessions: the random pattern test generation 
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session and the deterministic test pattern generation session. It employs static unique 

sensitization during the deterministic testing session. ATALANTA 1.1 has two phases in 

the deterministic test pattern generation session. For the first phase, like ATALANTA, tests 

are generated by employing static unique sensitization. During the second phase, dynamic 

unique sensitization is applied for the remaining faults. The second phase is called the 

dynamic testing phase in the thesis. The first phase with the static unique sensitization is 

called the static testing phase. ATALANTA 1.1 employs the static testing phase followed 

by the dynamic testing phase, while ATALANTA employs the static testing phase only. 

The fault coverage and the CPU time are affected by the backtracking limits. In our 

experiment the backtracking limit of ATALANTA and ATALANTA 1.1 is set to 10 for the 

static testing phase. The backtracking limit of ATALANTA 1.1 for the dynamic testing 

phase is set to 20. 

Table 5.2 presents experimental results of ATALANTA and ATALANTA 1.1. 

Column headings of the tables are: 

ng: number of gates, 

nf: number of collapsed faults, 

org: results obtained using ATALANTA, 

new: results obtained using ATALANTA 1.1, 

cpu: total CPU time. 

Test patterns in the tables are before compaction for both ATALANTA and ATALANTA 

1.1. Hence, the CPU times in the table reflect only the test pattern generation time. In Table 

5.2 the random pattern testing session is terminated when two packets (64 patterns) do not 

detect any new fault. In the experiments performed the random seed for random pattern test 

generation is kept the same. 
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Table 5.2. Performance of Dynamic Unique Sensitization with Two 

Random Packets. 
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                          

no. of test patterns fault coverage no. of aborted faults | cpu time in secs. 

circuit ng nf org new org new org new org new 

c432 196 524 78 78 99.237 | 99.237 3 0 0.2 0.3 
c499 243 758 69 70 98.813 | 98.945 1 0 0.183 0.2 
c880 443 942 98 98 100 100 0 0 0.45 0.433 
c1355 587 | 1574 109 109 99.492 | 99.492 0 0 0.6 0.61 
c1908 = 913 | 1879 194 194 99.521 | 99.521 2 0 1.817 1.867 

c2670 | 1426 2747 197 197 95.741 | 95.741 31 0 8.75 9.5 
c3540 | 1719 3428 255 255 96.004 | 96.004 0 0 4.3 4.117 
c5315 | 2485 5350 222 222 98.897 | 98.897 0 0 2.85 2.9 
c6288 | 2448 7744 54 54 99.561 | 99.561 0 0 4.583 4.6 
c7552 | 3719 7550 367 367 98.265 | 98.265 60 0 46.384 | 49.567 
$208 115) 215 48 48 100 100 0 0 0.117 , O01 
$298 136 308 53 53 100 100 0 0 0.05 0.067 
$344 193 342 35 35 100 100 0 0 | 0.133 0.133 
$349 194 350 35 35 99.398 | 99.398 0 0 0.116 0.133 
$382 182 399 53 53 100 100 0 0 0.133 ' 0.133 
$386 172 384 111 11] 100 100 0 0 0.25 0.233 
s400 186 424 53 53 98.585 | 98.585 0 0 0.15 0.15 
$420 231 430 86 86 100 100 0 0 0.25 0.25 
s444 205 474 52 52 97.046 | 97.046 0 0 0.133 0.133 
s510 236 564 80 80 100 100 0 0 0.116 0.117 
$526 217 555 107 107 99.82 | 99.82 0 0 0.25 0.267 
$526n 218 553 107 107 100 100 0 0 0.233 0.233 
$641 433 463 103 103 100 100 0 0 0.35 0.35 
$731 447 581 101 101 93.46 | 93.46 0 0 0.5 0.5 
$820 312 850 204 204 100 100 0 0 0.55 0.55 
$832 310 870 204 204 98.391 | 98.391 0 0 0.616 0.6 
$838 457 857 149 149 100 100 0 0 0.811 0.9 
$953 440 1079 131 131 100 100 0 0 0.816 0.8 
$1196 561 1242 233 233 100 100 0 0 1.35 1.367 
$1238 540 1355 242 242 94.908 | 94.908 3 0 2.4 2.5 

$1423 748 1515 126 126 99.076 | 99.076 0 0 0.717 0.8 

$1488 667 1486 204 204 100 100 0 0 0.883 0.883 
$1494 661 1506 204 204 99.203 | 99.203 0 0 0.883 0.883 
s5378 | 3050 | 4551 419 419 99.121 | 99.121 0 0 7.367 7.45 
835932 | 18148 | 39094 85 85 89.809 | 89.809 0 0 376.467 | 377.883 
838417 | 23921 | 31180 1575 1575 99.468 | 99.468 4 0 826.717 | 854.317 
average | 1865.53 | 3447.86| 178.97 179 98.71 | 98.72 2.89 0 35.9 36.83 
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The following observations were made from the experimental results: 

1) ATALANTA 1.1 identifies all redundant faults. The number of aborted faults is zero for 

all the benchmark circuits. All the aborted faults of ATALANTA are redundant faults except 

for the fault for c499. Hence, the fault coverage of ATALANTA 1.1 and that for 

ATALANTA is the same except for c499. 

2) The CPU time increases due to the additional dynamic testing phase. The increase in the 

CPU time is small as can be seen from the table. For example, the CPU time for the largest 

benchmark circuit s38417 increases from 827 seconds to 854 seconds, by about 27 

seconds. The average CPU time for ATALANTA 1.1 increases by approximately 1 second 

as compared to that of ATALANTA. So, the increase in CPU time for ATALANTA 1.1 is 

small. 

3) ATALANTA detects most of the detectable faults. Exceptions to this case exist, an 

example being the circuit c499. In c499, one of the detectable faults is left untested and is 

tested by ATALANTA 1.1. This implies that the dynamic testing phase adds a small 

number of test patterns to the test set. 

In the previous experiment, the RPTG session terminates if two consecutive (64) 

test packets do not detect any new faults. If the number of consecutive test packets 

increases, it is likely that more faults are detected during RPTG, thereby reducing the 

burden of test generation from DTPG session. The benefit may be offset due to a longer 

RPTG session. We are interested in the overall benefit of a longer RPTG session. We 

conducted experiments with longer RPTG session for both ATALANTA and 

ATALANTA 1.1. In the experiment, the RPTG session is terminated if 16 packets (512 

patterns) do not detect any new fault. 
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Table 5.3. Performance of Dynamic Unique Sensitization with 16 Random 

  

  

    
  

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                          

Packets. 

no. of test patterns fault coverage _[no. of aborted faults lcpu time in secs. 

circuit ng nf org new org new org new org | new 

c432 196 524 78 78 99.237 | 99.237 3 0 / 02 | 03 
c499 | 243 758 70 70 98.945 | 98.945 0 0 0.117 | Ol 
c880 | 443 942 106 106 100 100 0 0 0.5 | 0.468 
c1355 | 587 1574 109 109 99.492 | 99.492 0 0 04 § 04 
c1908 913 1879 191 19] 99.521 | 99.521 2 0 1.467 . 1.667 
c2670 | 1426 2747 198 198 95.741 | 95.741 31 0 9.584 § 10.65 
c3540 | 1719 3428 257 257 96.004 | 96.004 0 0 | 45 4.5 
c5315 | 2485 5350 223 223 98.897 | 98.897 0 0 | 2.684 2.7 
c6288 | 2448 7744 54 54 99.561 | 99.561 0 0 4.65 4.65 
c7552 | 3719 7550 371 371 98.265 | 98.265 60 0 46.38 48.9 
s208 115 215 50 50 100 100 0 0 0.117 0.1 
$298 136 308 53 53 100 100 0 0 0.05 0.067 
3344 193 342 35 35 100 100 0 0 0.117 0.117 
$349 194 350 35 35 99.398 | 99.398 0 0 0.116 0.133 
$382 182 399 53 53 100 100 0 0 0.133 0.133 
$386 172 | 384 110 110 100 100 0 0 0.25 0.233 
s400 | 186 | 424 53 53 98.585 | 98.585 0 0 0.15 | 0.15 
$420 231 | 430 85 85 100 100 0 0 0.25 0.25 
3444 205 474 52 52 97.046 | 97.046 0 0 0.133 0.133 
$510 236 564 80 80 100 100 0 0 0.116 0.117 
$526 217 555 110 110 99.82 | 99.82 0 0 0.25 0.267 
s526n 218 553 110 110 100 100 0 0 0.233 0.233 
s641 433 463 106 106 100 100 0 0 0.35 0.35 
s731 447 581 106 106 93.46 | 93.46 0 0 0.5 0.5 
$820 312 850 202 202 100 100 0 0 0.55 0.55 

$832 310 870 202 202 98.391 | 98.391 0 0 0.616 0.6 
$838 457 857 147 147 100 100 0 0 0.811 0.883 
$953 440 1079 133 133 100 100 0 0 0.816 0.833 
$1196 561 1242 234 234 100 100 0 0 1,35 1.35 
$1238 540 1355 243 243 94.908 | 94.908 3 0 2.45 2.63 
$1423 748 1515 129 129 99.076 | 99.076 0 0 0.8 0.8 
31488 667 1486 208 208 100 100 0 0 0.883 0.883 
$1494 661 1506 206 206 99.203 | 99.203 0 0 0.883 0.883 
s5378 | 3050 | 4551 427 427 99.121 | 99.121 0 0 7.05 7.15 
s35932 | 18148 | 39094 85 85 89.809 | 89.809 0 0 381.23 | 382.567 
838417 | 23921 | 31180 1605 1605 99.468 | 99.468 4 0 601.667 | 628.883 
average | 1865.53 | 3447.86 181 181 98.7208 | 98.7208 2.89 0 29.79 30.7 
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Table 5.3 presents experimental results of ATALANTA and ATALANTA 1.1. The 

column headings of the table are same as for Table 5.2. Test patterns in the tables are 

before compaction for both ATALANTA and ATALANTA 1.1. In the experiments 

performed for Table 5.2 and 5.3 the random seed for random pattern test generation is kept 

the same. 

Comparing the results of Table 5.2 and 5.3, it can be observed that: 

1) As the number of random packets is increased, the CPU time for large circuits is 

reduced. For example, s38417 the CPU time decreases from 854 seconds to 628 seconds. 

Hence, it is beneficial to cover more faults in RPTG session than in DTPG session, 

especially for large circuits. 

2) The fault for c499 which was aborted by ATALANTA is now detected, thereby the 

dynamic testing phase adds no new test patterns to the test set. 

The above experiment shows that the performance of ATALANTA, as well as 

ATALANTA 1.1, is better if the RPTG session is terminated upon 16 packets not detecting 

any new faults. However, an excessively large number would decrease the performance, as 

a large number of test patterns would be wasted during the RPTG session. After we tried 

several different numbers, we concluded that 16 packets give near optimum result. Hence, 

for the rest of the experiments, the value 16 is set for ATALANTA 1.1. 

The random pattern testing session detects some of the hard-to-detect faults. Those 

hard-to-detect faults may or may not be detected during the deterministic testing session. 

Experiments were conducted on ATALANTA 1.1 with and without RPTG sessions. The 

RPTG session terminates if 16 packets do not detect any new faults. The experimental 
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Table 5.4. Performance with and without Random Pattern Testing. 
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| no. of test patterns fault coverage _|no. of aborted faults —_ cpu time in secs. 

circuit ng | of wir wio/r wir wio/r wir wio/r wr | wiolr 

c432 196 524 79 80 99.237 | 99.237 0 0 0.3 1.067 
c499 243 758 76 93 98.945 | 98.945 0 0 0.1 2.167 
c880 | 443 942 109 73 100 100 0 0 0.468 1.267 
c1355 | 587 | 1574 111 134 99.492 | 99.492 0 0 04 | 5.983 
c1908 913. | 1879 184 174 99.521 | 99.521 0 0 | 1.667 ' 7.083 
c2670 | 1426 2747 198 164 95.741 | 95.741 0 0 - 10.65 | 16.75 
c3540 , 1719 3428 243 213 96.004 | 96.004 0 0 45, 148 
c5315 | 2485 5350 217 171 98.897 | 98.897 0 0 2.7 | 14.45 
c6288 | 2448 7744 52 31 99.561 | 99.561 0 0 4.65 15.017 
c7552 | 3719 7550 346 280 98.265 | 98.18 0 6 48.9 97.383 
$208 115 215 45 40 100 100 0 0 0.1 0.183 
$298 136 308 55 45 100 100 0 0 0.067 0.2 

$344 193 342 39 27 100 100 0 0 0.117 0.2 
$349 194 350 39 27 99.398 | 99.398 0 0 0.133 0.2 
$382 182 399 54 45 100 100 0 0 0.133 0.25 
$386 172 384 100 84 100 100 0 0 0.233 0.45 
s400 186 424 54 43 98.585 | 98.585 0 0 0.15 0.317 
$420 231 430 82 68 100 100 0 0 0.25 0.483 
s444 | 205 474 51 45 97.046 | 97.046 0 0 0.133 0.317 
s510 236 564 79 71 100 100 0 0 0.117 0.55 
$526 217 555 107 79 99.82 | 99.82 0 0 0.267 0.467 
s526n 218 553 107 78 100 100 0 0 0.233 0.483 
s641 433 463 94 72 100 100 0 0 0.35 0.733 
$731 447 581 96 75 93.46 | 93.46 0 0 0.5 0.9 
$820 312 850 200 156 100 100 0 0 0.55 1.3 
$832 310 870 198 156 98.391 | 98.391 0 0 0.6 1.333 
$838 457 857 150 121 100 100 0 0 0.883 1.567 
$953 440 1079 132 110 100 100 0 0 0.833 1.583 
$1196 561 1242 229 184 100 100 0 0 1.35 3.15 
$1238 540 1355 253 194 94.908 | 94.908 0 0 2.63 4.533 

$1423 748 1515 132 95 99.076 | 99.076 0 0 0.8 2.283 
$1488 667 1486 221 185 100 100 0 0 | 0.883 3.517 
$1494 661 1506 208 177 99.203 | 99.203 0 0 0.883 3.65 
s5378 | 3050 | 4551 425 305 99.121 | 99.121 0 0 7.15 18.15 
$35932 | 18148 | 39094 80 72 89.809 | 89.809 0 0 382.567 | 783.2 
838417 | 23921 | 31180 1572 1365 99.468 | 99.468 0 0 628.83 1578.5 
average | 1865.53 | 3447.86| 178.25 148.12 | 98.7208 | 98.7184 0 0.17 30.7 = 718 
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results are shown in Table 5.4. Like the previous experiment, the test patterns are not 

compacted in the table. 

The column heading of Table 5.4 are as follows. 

ng: number of gates, 

nf: number of collapsed faults, 

w/r: test generation with RPTG session, 

w/o/r: test generation without RPTG session. 

The following observations were made from the experiments: 

1) ATALANTA 1.1 identifies all the redundant faults with the random pattern testing 

session. However, without the random pattern testing session, six faults of c7552 are 

aborted. 

2) The random pattern testing session helps in detecting some of the hard-to-detect faults. 

For example, the six faults aborted for c7552 are hard-to-detects, as they are not detected 

during the deterministic testing session. All the six hard-to-detect faults are detected during 

the random pattern testing session. 

3) Comparing the CPU times, it is clear that the random pattern testing is effective in 

reducing the overall processing time. The average CPU time with random pattern testing is 

30.7 seconds and without random pattern testing is 71.8 seconds. Hence, the average CPU 

time without random pattern testing is more than double the CPU time with random pattern 

testing session. 

4) Generally, the test set size is smaller without the random pattern testing session. The 

average number of test patterns without random pattern testing is 148 and with random 

pattern testing is 178. It should be noted that three small circuits, c432, c499 and 1355, 

give larger test set size without the random pattern testing session. 
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As discussed in Section 4.2.2 and in the early part of this chapter, ATALANTA 1.1 

has two phases in the deterministic test pattern generation session, the Static testing phase 

and the dynamic testing phase. The previous experimental results in Table 5.3, show that 

some faults (mostly redundant) are covered in the dynamic testing phase. This means that 

those faults must have been aborted during the static testing phase. Hence, the processing 

time for those faults during the static testing phase are wasted. If the static testing phase is 

eliminated, no fault is aborted. Hence, the waste in the processing time can be avoided. 

However, the benefit may be offset by longer processing time for each fault during the 

dynamic testing phase. The overall effect of elimination of the static testing phase is of main 

interest. 

ATALANTA 1.1 was modified to eliminate the static testing phase. Experimental 

results with and without the static testing phase are given in Table 5.5. 

The column heading of Table 5.5 are as follows. 

ng: number of gates, 

nf: number of collapsed faults, 

w/static: test generation with static testing phase, 

w/o/static: test generation without static testing phase, 

stp: static testing phase, 

dtp: dynamic testing phase. 

Elimination of static testing phase does not have an advantage for circuits in which 

all the faults are covered in static testing phase. These circuits being, all circuits except six 

circuits, c432, c1908, c2670, c7552, 1238 and s38417. Experimental results of Table 5.5 

indicate that the elimination of static testing phase is not even effective for the six circuits. 

As shown in the table, a large number of faults are detected during the static testing phase, 
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Table 5.5. Performance with and without Static Testing Phase. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                      
  

no. of faults processed in DTPG cpu time 

w/static w/o/static w/static w/o/static 

circuit ng nf stp dtp 

c432 196 524 9 3 12 0.3 0.657 

c499 243 758 12 0 12 0.1 0.698 

c880 443 942 44 0 44 0.468 0.83 

c1355 587 1574 4] 0 41 0.4 1.933 

c1908 913 1879 59 2 61 1.667 3.017 

c2670 | 1426 2747 420 31 451 10.65 16.75 

c3540 =—s-:11719 3428 173 0 173 4.5 8.883 

c5315 | 2485 5350 84 0 84 2.7 6.033 

c6288 | 2448 7744 34 0 34 4.65 | 15.017 

c7552 | 3719 | 7550 533 60 593 48.9 | 99.873 
s208 115 215 18 0 18 0.1 0.183 

S298 136 308 1 0 1 0.067 0.2 

$344 193 342 0 0 0 0.117 Q).2 

s349 194 350 2 0 2 0.133 0.2 

S382 182 399 0 0 0 0.133 0.215 

$386 172 384 9 0 9 0.233 0.333 

s400 186 424 6 0 6 0.15 0.3 

s420 231 430 59 0 59 0.25 0.483 

s444 205 474 14 0 14 0.133 Q).225 

s510 236 564 3 0 3 0.117 | 0.45 

8526 217 555 20 0 20 0).267 0.367 

s526n 218 553 52 0 52 0.233 0.387 

$641 433 463 23 0 23 0.35 0.633 

s731 447 581 62 0 62 0.5 0.753 

$820 312 850 107 0 107 0.55 0.917 

$832 310 870 135 0 135 0.6 0.997 

$838 457 857 167 0 167 0.883 1.567 

s953 440 1079 128 0 128 0.833 1.373 

$1196 561 1242 126 0 126 1.35 2.15 

$1238 540 1355 179 3 182 2.63 3.533 

$1423 748 1515 54 0 54 0.8 2.283 

$1488 667 1486 27 0 27 0.883 2.517 

$1494 661 1506 50 0 50 0.883 2.65 

s5378 | 3050 4551 278 0 278 7.15 12.15 

s35932 18148 | 39094 3984 0 3984 382.567 693 .333 

§38417 , 23921 | 31180 3389 4 3393 628.83 1247.5 

average | 1865.53 | 3447.86 286.17 2.86 289.03 30.7 59.15 
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and hence dynamic testing phase, which is high in computation complexity, is 

unnecessary. The average CPU time with static testing phase is 30.7 seconds and without it 

is 59.1 seconds, which is almost double. It is clear that the inclusion of static testing is 

effective in reducing the overall processing time. 

5.3. Compaction of Test Set Size 

The second objective of this thesis is to compact the test set with moderate increase 

in CPU time. Many sophisticated techniques described in Chapter 2 are effective in 

compaction, but are very complex and so result in long processing time. We experimented 

two relatively simple methods, dynamic compaction and shuffling compaction methods 

described Chapter 4. 

Dynamic compaction method is to determine secondary fault and find test for it, 

under the assignments made for the primary fault. Dynamic compaction method was 

incorporated into ATALANTA 1.1, and compared the results with reverse order 

compaction method. The experimental results are shown in Table 5.6. The circuits were 

simulated ten times and the results reported show the average of these simulations. 

In Table 5.6. the column headings are: 

ng: number of gates, 

fc: fault coverage, 

nt: number of test patterns before compaction, 

reverse: test patterns are compacted through reverse order simulation, 

dynamic: test patterns are compacted through dynamic compaction, 

cpu time: processing time for compaction. 
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Table 5.6. Performance of Dynamic Compaction 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

                        

no. of patterns after compaction cpu time 

circuit ng nf nt reverse dynamic reverse | dynamic 

c432 196 524 76 57 59 0.1 1.633 

c499 243 758 76 54 60 0.15 2.367 

c880 443 942 100 64 61 0.067 6.65 

c1355 587 1574 110 87 89 0.266 12.95 

c1908 913 1879 175 124 120 0.333 | 410.67 

c2670 | 1426 2747 185 120 118 0.583 | 425.567 

c3540 | 1719 3428 269 183 159 0.916 | 1656.333 

c5315 2485 5350 217 214 126 0.833 | 500.95 

c6288 | 2448 7744 52 36 31 3.3. | 3103.333 

c7552 | 3719 7550 370 224 200 2.316 | 2153.467 

$208 115 215 50 34 31 0.01 0.933 

$298 136 308 55 37 34 0.05 1.23 

s344 193 342 35 27 24 0.017 0.89 

s349 194 350 38 28 25 0.034 2.3 

$382 182 399 58 38 32 0.017 1.13 

$386 172 384 100 78 71 0.05 | 3.2 

s400 186 424 52 37 35 0.017 1.267 

$420 231 430 84 60 51 0.05 3.367 

s444 205 474 54 42 38 0.05 3.97 

s510 236 564 79 66 63 0.084 4.017 

$526 217 555 107 71 65 0.017 4.467 

s526n 218 553 107 72 66 0.001 5.033 

s641 433 463 96 58 52 0.033 5.233 

$731 447 581 96 60 51 0.05 9.33 

$820 312 850 200 126 120 0.04 7.167 

$832 310 870 200 124 116 0.067 6.933 

$838 457 857 150 107 101 | 0.306 | 400.67 

$953 440 1079 142 100 92 0.067 8.67 

$1196 561 1242 244 152 148 0.1 | 9,967 

$1238 540 1355 242 155 143 0.067 9.3 

51423 748 1515 130 80 72 0.316 | 450.47 
s1488 | 667 | 1486 | 221 140 130 0.287 | 14.67 
$1494 661 1506 208 141 133 0.284 | 39.217 

$5378 | 3050 4551 425 275 262 1.233 | 2025.33 

835932 | 18148 | 39094 84 75 - 465 | - 

638417 23921 31180 | 1572 975 - 34.933 -     
  

Note : Dynamic Compaction did not run to completion for two circuits, 535932 and 538417. 
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The following observations were made from the experiments: 

1) Dynamic compaction performs better than the reverse order simulation for all the circuits 

experimented, but the results are not drastic. 

2) The processing time is very high. The high CPU time of dynamic compaction is 

attributed to the fact that the whole circuit is searched repeatedly to select a secondary fault, 

which takes a long time. The CPU time for large circuit is very high and so dynamic 

compaction is not feasible for very large circuits. 

From the experimental results, dynamic compaction is not suitable for an ATPG 

where the primary concern is high speed. 

Shuffling compaction method is to apply test patterns in the reverse order followed 

by application of patterns in a randomly shuffled order. We incorporated the shuffling 

method into ATALANTA 1.1, and compared the results with ATALANTA 1.1 in which 

only reverse order fault simulation is performed for test compaction. The process of 

shuffling is terminated when the number of test patterns dropped in two consecutive 

shuffles becomes zero. The experimental results are shown in Table 5.7. The circuits were 

simulated ten times with different random seeds for random pattern testing and the results 

reported show the average of these simulations. 

In Table 5.7 the column headings are: 

fc: fault coverage, 

nt: number of test patterns before compaction, 

reverse: test patterns are compacted through reverse order simulation, 

shuffle: test patterns are compacted through shuffling compaction, 

dynamic: test patterns are compacted through dynamic compaction, 

cpu time: processing time for compaction, 

#shuffles: gives the number of shuffles. 
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Table 5.7. Performance of Shuffling Compaction. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

no. of patterns after compaction cpu time | 

circuit ng nf nt reverse | shuffle | dynamic | reverse| shuffle ‘dynamic, #shuffles 
0432 196 524 76 57 48 59 0.1 0.7 = 1.633 | 8 
c499 243 758 76 54 52 60 0.15 0.283 2.367 © 5 

c880 443 942 100 64 52 61 0.067 0.9 6.65 9 

c1355 | 587 1574 110 87 84 89 0.266 0.783 12.95 5 

c1908 | 913 1879 175 124 115 120 0.333 2.033 410.67 5 

c2670 | 1426 2747 185 120 104 118 0.583 3.4 425.567 8 

c3540 | 1719 3428 269 183 146 159 0.916 15.08 1656.33 12 

c5315 | 2485 5350 217 214 116 126 0.833 8.83 500.95 13 

c6288 | 2448 7744 52 36 30 31 3.3 33.3 3103.33 8 

c7552 | 3719 7550 370 224 190 200 2.316 19.1 2153.47 12 

$208 115 215 50 34 30 31 0.01 0.1 0.933 8 

$298 136 308 55 37 34 34 0.05 0.083 1.23 5 

3344 193 342 35 27 22 24 0.017 0.15 0.89 6 

$349 194 350 38 28 21 25 0.034 0.167 2.3 8 

$382 182 399 58 38 34 32 0.017 0.167 1.13 6 

$386 172 384 100 78 68 71 0.05 0.317 3.2 10 

s400 186 424 52 37 34 35 0.017 0.15 1.267 5 

$420 231 430 84 60 53 51 0.05 0.3 3.367 6 

s444 205 474 54 42 34 38 0.05 0.2 3.97 7 

$510 236 564 79 66 61 63 0.084 0.29 4.017 8 

$526 217 555 107 71 61 65 0.017 0.21 4.467 7 

s526n 218 553 107 72 62 66 0.001 0.233 5.033 7 

s641 433 463 96 58 53 52 0.033 0.3 5.233 5 

s731 447 581 96 60 52 31 0.05 04 | 9,33 5 

$820 312 850 200 126 116 120 0.04 0.617. 7.167 11 

$832 310 870 200 124 109 116 0.067 0.6 | 6.933 10 

$838 457 857 150 107 100 101 0.306 1.05 | 400.67 9 

$953 440 1079 142 100 89 92 0.067 1.1 8.67 7 

$1196 561 1242 244 152 142 148 0.1 1.317 | 9.967 8 

$1238 540 1355 242 155 137 143 0.067 1.1 9.3 8 

$1423 748 1515 130 80 67 72 0.316 1.5 450.47 10 

$1488 667 1486 221 140 123 130 0.287 1.6 14.67 10 

$1494 661 1506 208 141 126 133 0.284 1.35 39.217 7 

$5378 | 3050 4551 425 275 250 262 1.233 7.833 = | 2025.33 9 

$35932 | 18148 | 39094 84 75 64 - 4.65 23.6 - 8 

s38417 | 23921 | 31180 | 1572 975 886 - 34.933 | 231.48 - 16 

average | 1865.53 | 3447.86| 179.417] 120.03 104.58 1.44 10.02 8.1                   
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From the experiments, the following observations were made: 

1) Shuffling compaction further reduces the test set size. The shuffling process is more 

effective for large test set size. For example, for the circuit $38417 the difference between 

reverse and shuffling compaction is approximately 100. 

2) The CPU time has increased moderately for large circuits. The increase is mainly due to 

fault simulation. Hence, in general the CPU time increases as the circuit size increases. The 

fault simulation time also depends on the complexity of the circuit. For example, the fault 

simulation time for c6288 is higher than c7552, even though the number of test patterns is 

smaller for c6288. This is due to higher complexity of c6288 compared to c7552. 

The results of shuffling compaction are compared with some of the existing test 

compaction techniques. The results of COMPACTEST (compact test) [13] and ROTCO 

(Reverse Order Test COmpaction technique) [5] compaction methods as explained in 

Chapter 2 were considered for comparison. Table 5.8 compares the results. All the 

compaction procedures being compared were run and results obtained on SUN Sparc 2 

station. 

In Table 5.8 the column heading are 

ng: number of gates, 

nf: number of collapsed faults, 

shuffle: results when test patterns are further compacted through shuffling, 

ctest: results due to COMPACTEST [13], 

rotco: results due to ROTCO when incorporated with COMPACTEST [5], 

cpu time: processing time for compaction. 
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Table 5.8. Comparison of Compaction Methods. 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

                      
  

  

no.of patterns after compaction cpu time 

circuit ng nf shuffle ctest rotco shuffle ctest rotco 

c432 196 524 48 42 36 0.7 4 5 

c499 243 758 52 56 54 0.283 8 9 

c880 443 942 52 26 24 0.9 4 6 

c1355 587 1574 84 86 84 0.783 21 24 

c1908 913 1879 115 115 109 2.033 26 38 

c2670 | 1426 2747 104 67 53 3.4 44 57 
c3540 | 1719 3428 146 110 101 15.08 225 268 

c5315 | 2485 5350 116 56 56 8.83 72 97 

c6288 | 2448 7744 30 16 16 33.3 199 245 

c7552 | 3719 7550 190 84 84 19.1 160 212 

average | 1417.9 | 3249.6 93.7 65.8 61.7 8.4409 76.3 96.1 

The following observations were made when comparing the different compaction 

techniques: 

1) The best compaction is obtained when ROTCO is incorporated in COMPACTEST. For 

two circuits, c499 and cl355, the shuffling compaction method achieves as good 

compaction as COMPACTEST or ROTCO. But in most cases the test set size after 

shuffling is larger than that for COMPACTEST or ROTCO. 

2) Comparing the CPU times, the shuffling compaction method incurs the least overhead in 

processing time. The processing time for COMPACTEST and ROTCO is more than four 

times as compared to the processing time of shuffling. 

The above experimental results indicate that to obtain a small test set size requires 

long processing time. As the shuffling compaction method is quite effective in compaction 

and processing time, shuffling compaction has been incorporated in the final version of 

ATALANTA. 
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5.4 Role of Random Pattern Test Generation Session 

It was shown in Section 5.2 that RPTG session is effective in reducing the overall 

CPU time. When the RPTG session was not included in the test generation session, the 

processing time becomes almost double. The average CPU time with RPTG session is 

30.7 seconds and the average CPU time without RPTG session is 71.79 seconds. So, the 

primary role of the RPTG session is to improve the overall processing time. In this section, 

we investigated the contribution of the RPTG session in several other aspects. 

The experiment was performed with ATALANTA 1.1. The test generation is 

performed in two sessions, random pattern test generation and deterministic test pattern 

generation. The DTPG session includes the static testing phase and the dynamic testing 

phase. Results were obtained at the end of the RPTG session and the DTPG session. The 

RPTG session stops if any 16 consecutive packets of 32 random patterns do not detect any 

new fault. The results are presented in the Table 5.9. 

For Table 5.9 the column heading are, 

nt: number of test patterns, 

fd: number of faults detected, 

fc: fault coverage, 

rf: number of redundant faults, 

RPTG: random pattern test generation, and 

DTPG: deterministic test pattern generation. 
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Table 5.9. Role of Random Pattern Testing Session. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                        

RPTG SESSION DTPG SESSION 

circuit ng nt fd fc nt fd rf fc 
c432 196 67 512 97.71 6 8 4 1.53 
c499 243 64 746 | 98.417 4 4 8 0.528 
c880 443 96 898 | 95.329 19 44 0 4.671 

c1355 587 96 1533 | 97.395 13 33 8 2.097 
c1908 913 150 1818 | 96.754 30 52 9 2.767 
c2670 | 1426 105 2296 | 83.582 90 334 117 12.159 
c3540 ~=—:11719 229 3255 | 94.953 29 36 137 1.05 
c5315 | 2485 197 5266 | 98.43 18 25 59 0.467 
c6288 2448 58 7710 | 99.561 0 0 34 0 
c7552 | 3719 214 6957 | 92.146 | 143 462 131 6.119 
$208 115 38 197 | 91.628 11 18 0 8.372 
$298 136 51 307 | 99.675 1 I 0 0.325 
s344 193 33 324 100 0 0 0 0 
$349 194 33 330 =| 99.398 0 0 2 0 
$382 182 55 399 100 0 0 0 0 
$386 172 107 375 | 97.656 7 9 0 2.344 
s400 186 55 418 | 98.585 0 0 6 0 

$420 231 55 371 | 86.279 28 59 0 13.721 
s444 205 51 460 | 97.046 0 0 14 0 

s510 236 77 561 | 99.468 3 3 0 0.532 

$526 217 91 535 | 96.396 16 19 1 3.423 
s526n 218 72 501 | 90.597 30 52 0 9.403 

s641 433 72 440 | 95.032 21 23 0 4.968 

s731 447 77 519 | 89.329 21 24 38 4.131 

$820 312 156 743 | 87.412 49 107 0 12.588 
$832 310 158 735 | 84.483 45 121 14 13.908 
$838 457 72 690 | 80.513 75 167 0 19.487 

s953 440 98 951 | 88.137 32 128 0 11.863 
$1196 561 173 1116 | 89.855 68 126 0 10.145 

$1238 540 182 1173 | 86.568 58 113 69 8.339 
$1423 748 106 1461 | 96.436 23 40 14 2.64 

$1488 667 196 1459 | 98.183 18 27 0 1.817 
$1494 661 190 1456 | 96.68 21 38 12 2.523 
$5378 | 3050 285 4313 | 94.77 119 238 AQ) 4.35 
$35932 | 18148 89 35110 | 89.809 0 0 3984 0 
838417 | 23921 655 27631 | 89.063 | 890 3228 165 | 10.405 

average | 1865.53) 125.08 | 3154.61) 93.81 | 52.44 | 153.86 | 135.17 | 4.91     
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The results obtained from the experiment, show the following: 

1) The average number of faults detected during RPTG session is 3154.6, and the average 

number of faults covered during DIPG session is 289.02. The faults covered during 

RPTG include some of the hard-to-detect faults which contribute to the reduction of CPU 

time. In terms of fault coverage, RPTG session achieves on the average 93.8% and DIPG 

session 4.9%. This shows that the RPTG session detects most of the detectable faults. 

2) The average number of test patterns during RPTG session is 125, and that for DTPG 

session is 52. Most of the detectable faults are detected during RPTG session and so the 

number of test patterns is large. During DIPG session the redundant faults are identified 

and only a small number of remaining detectable faults are detected, thereby contributing 

only a small number to the number of test patterns. 

The experiments performed show that RPTG session helps in reducing overall 

CPU time and also detects most of detectable faults. The DTPG session is useful in 

identifying the redundant faults. These experiments clearly show that random pattern 

testing session is an important part of the ATPG and should be included in the test 

generation process. 

5.5. Overall Performance of New ATPG 

We have improved ATALANTA by incorporating dynamic unique sensitization 

and compaction through shuffling. The dynamic unique sensitization, when incorporated 

with random pattern testing, identifies all the redundant faults of ISCAS benchmark 

circuits. Both the heuristics, dynamic unique sensitization and shuffling compaction, are 

effective with moderate increase in CPU time. 
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In this section, we show the performance of the final version, ATALANTA 1.1. 

The overall procedure of ATALANTA 1.1 is as follows: 

1) Random pattern testing session. It terminates if 16 packets of 32 patterns (512 

consecutive test patterns) do not detect any new fault. 

2) Deterministic test pattern generation session 

static testing phase followed by dynamic testing phase. 

3) Test compaction through the shuffling compaction method. Shuffling terminates when 

no new test patterns are dropped in two consecutive test sets. 

Table 5.10 shows the memory requirements of ATALANTA 1.1. The other ATPGs, which 

identify all faults, are compared with ATALANTA 1.1 in this section but do not give the 

memory requirements and so the memory usage cannot be compared for these ATPGs. The 

memory used in ATALANTA 1.1 is given along with that of Kundu [8]. The ATPG by 

Kundu does not identify all the faults. In Table 5.10, the memory used is given in 

Kilobytes. 

In Table 5. 10 the column headings are 

ng: number of gates, 

nf: number of faults, 

ATALANTA 1.1: memory used by ATALANTA 1.1, in Kilobytes, 

KUNDU: memory used by KUNDU [8], in Kilobytes. 
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Table 5.10. Memory Requirements. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

CIRCUIT ng nf ATALANTA 1.1) KUNDU 

c432 196 524 1916 17.052 

c499 243 758 1936 21.141 

c880 443 942 1994 38.541 

c1355 587 1574 2071 51.069 

c1908 913 1879 2166 79.431 

c2670 1426 2747 . 2334 124.062 

c3540 1719 3428 2432 149.553 

c5315 2485 5350 2723 216.195 

c6288 2448 7744 2821 212.976 

c7552 3719 7550 3140 323.553 

s208 115 215 1879 10.005 

$298 136 308 1887 11.832 

$344 193 342 1903 16.791 

$349 194 350 1903 16.878 

$382 182 399 1908 15.834 

$386 172 384 1899 14.964 

s400 186 424 1908 16.182 

$420 231 430 1920 20.097 

s444 205 474 1916 17.835 

s510 236 564 1924 20.532 

$526 217 555 1920 18.879 

s526n 218 553 1920 18.966 

$641 433 463 1969 37.671 

$731 447 581 1977 38.889 

$820 312 850 1957 27.144 

$832 310 870 1957 26.97 

$838 457 857 1998 39.759 

$953 440 1079 2002 38.28 

$1196 561 1242 2039 48.807 

$1238 540 1355 2039 46.98 

$1423 748 1515 2096 65.076 

$1488 667 1486 2075 58.029 

$1494 661 1506 2071 57.507 

$5378 3050 4551 2821 265.35 

$35932 18148 39094 8260 1578.876 

838417 23921 31180 9129 2081.127 

average 1865.53 3447.86 2466.95 162.3     
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Following was observed: 

1. Memory required by Kundu is approximately 87 bytes/gate. The average memory 

requirement for ATALANTA 1.1 is 2466.95 Kilobytes and that of Kundu is 162.3 

Kilobytes. Memory requirements for other ATPGs is not given and so comparision cannot 

be made. 

2. Kundu does not identify all the faults whereas ATALANTA 1.1 identifies all the faults. 

Table 5.11 shows the performance of ATALANTA 1.1 and four other ATPGs. Only the 

ATPGs which identify all the redundant faults are given in the table. The computer platform 

used for measuring CPU times of the ATPGs are given below: 

(i) socrates [18] - APOLLO DN3000. 

(ii) waicu [14] - APOLLO DN3550. 

(iii) rec lern [9] - DEC 5000 machine. 

(iv) teram [1] - SUN Sparc 2 station. 

In Table 5.11 the column headings are 

ng: number of gates, 

nf: number of faults, 

new AT: ATALANTA 1.1, 

socrates: results obtained by [18], 

waicu: results obtained by [14], 

rec lern: results obtained by [9], 

teram: results obtained by [1], 
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Table 5.11. Overall Performance of the ATPG. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
      
      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                

no. of test patterns cpu time 

circuit ng nf new AT socrates waicu |reclern| teram new AT socrates | waicu | reclern | teram 

0432 196 524 48 53 60 - 81 0.92 43 | 23 35 1.8 
c499 243 758 52 54 55 - 67 0.45 4.9 1.2 5 1 
c880 443 942 52 70 63 - 80 1.22 5.2 1.7 - 1.2 
c1355 | 587 1574 84 87 91 - 109 1.38 13.9 47 3 5.5 
c1908 | 913 1879 115 123 122 - 170 3.63 33.8 8.1 15 12.2 
62670 | 1426 | 2747 104 123 122 - 167 13.48 57.5 17.3 1730 122.1 
63540 | 1719 | 3428 146 184 173 - 246 18.17 56.6 18.9 124 19.7 
c5315 | 2485 | 5350 116 149 150 - 176 9,23 31.3 10.8 21 14.2 
c6288 | 2448 | 7744 30 38 32 - 49 36.93 87 23.8 13. | 73 
c7552 | 3719 | 7550 190 236 235 - 320 67.33 247.6 41.5 | 883 | 57.2 
s208 115 215 30 31 43 0.2 0.5 0.2 
3298 136 308 34 32 42 0.18 0.5 0.2 
8344 193 342 22 23 28 0.2 0.5 0.2 
3349 194 350 1 23 27 0.28 0.5 0.2 
3382 182 399 34 37 40 0.28 0.5 0.3 
3386 172 384 68 76 82 0.45 1.2 0.6 
s400 186 424 34 38 41 0.3 0.6 0.3 
3420 231 430 53 61 76 0.45 1.7 0.6 
s444 205 474 34 38 50 0.45 | 608 0.4 
s510 | 236 564 61 65 73 0.42 1.4 0.5 
3526 | 217 555 | 61 69 80 0.45 12 | 06 
s526n 218 553 62 69 76 0.47 11 | 0.6 
8641 433 463 53 58 80 0.6 1.3 1 
s731 447 581 52 58 82 0.78 1.5 1.2 
3820 312 850 116 126 163 1.12 41 2 
5832 310 870 109 125 160 1.2 4.3 | 21 
s838 | 457 | 857 100 105 130 2.23 4.2 | 2 
8953 440 1079 89 100 121 1.7 46 | 19 
81196 | 561 1242 142 149 216 2.57 6.1 | 4.5 
$1238 | 540 1355 137 160 220 3.82 9 6.8 

31423 | 748 1515 67 67 114 2.32 3.2 17 

31488 | 667 1486 123 135 163 2.28 6.8 41 
31494 | 661 1506 126 135 163 23 7 43 
55378 | 3050 | 4551 250 274 377 15.95 17.6 25.1 
535932 | 18148 | 39094 64 74 67 409.87 71.7 562.7 
538417 | 23921 | 31180 886 980 1387 887.83 186.8 767 
average | 1865.53 | 3447.86; 104.58 116.97 154.61 41.43 13.03 45.4 
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Comparing the results of different ATPGs, the following was observed: 

1) Test set size: ATALANTA 1.1 performs better than other ATPGs in test set size. The 

test set size of ATALANTA 1.1 is smaller than that of any ATPG for all the ISCAS85 and 

ISCAS89 circuits. 

2) Processing time: Due to the difference in platform, it is difficult to compare the 

processing time directly. The comparison of ATALANTA 1.1 and teram is meaningful, as 

both use the same platform, Sun sparc 2. From the table, the speed of the two ATPGs 

ATALANTA 1.1 and teram, is comparable. 

From the observations we can conclude that the performance of ATALANTA 1.1 is 

superior in test set size and comparable in processing speed. The smaller test set size is 

owing to the shuffling compaction. The comparable speed is due to the fact that dynamic 

unique sensitization and shuffling compaction incur a small burden on CPU time. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

The primary goal of this thesis was to improve ATALANTA, an existing ATPG, in 

terms of redundancy identification and test set size. This ATPG tool is currently being used 

in 80 universities for teaching and research purposes. The ATPG is based on stuck-at- 

faults for combinational circuits. Two heuristics were incorporated in ATALANTA to 

overcome the deficiencies of the ATPG. The heuristics are 1) dynamic unique sensitization 

and 2) shuffling compaction. The overall ATPG process was performed in four steps: 

(i) Random test pattern generation, 

(ii) Deterministic test pattern generation using static testing phase, 

(iii) Deterministic test pattern generation using dynamic testing phase, and 

(iv) Test compaction using shuffling. 

Experiments were performed to determine an optimum value for the number of 

packets during the RPTG session. The RPTG session is terminated when 16 packets (each 

of 32 patterns) do not detect any new fault, this improves the overall processing time for 

large circuits. To attain reduced test set with small increase in CPU time, the process of 

shuffling is terminated when the number of test patterns dropped in two consecutive 

shuffles becomes zero. 
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According to the experiments, ATALANTA 1.1 is capable of identifying all the 

redundant faults for the ISCAS85 and ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. This ATPG covers all 

the faults and no fault is aborted, thereby giving a complete test set. Results of shuffling 

compaction show that the test set size is compacted with moderate increase in the CPU 

time. The change in CPU time is moderate due to the fact that dynamic unique sensitization 

and shuffling compaction incur a small burden on CPU time. 
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Appendix A. User's Manual 

This appendix includes a User's Manual for the ATPG ATALANTA 1.1. 

Operating Instructions 

The ATPG can be invoked by the command, 

atalanta [options] circuit_file [> outfile] 

OPTIONS: Several options are available for atalanta. 1.1. If an option is not specified, the 

default value is used. The options are listed below : 

-b n= The number of maximum backtrackings for the FAN algorithm phase 1. 

(default: -b 10) 

-B n_ The number of maximum backtrackings for the FAN algorithm phase 2. 

(default: -B 20) 

-f fn Faults are read from the file fn. (default: faults are generated internally. ) 

-h g__ Displays the on-line user's guide. 
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-hn_ Displays an example netlist format. 

-h t Displays an example test pattern file. 

-ha___ Displays the entire on-line manual file. (default: no manual is displayed) 

-l fn Log file is created. (default: no log file is created) 

-c n compaction through reverse order simulation and shuffling tll n consecutive 

simulations do not drop a single test pattern. If n=O the compaction is done by the 

reverse order fault simulation only. (default: -c 2) 

-rn_ Random Pattern Testing (RPT) Session is included before deterministic test pattern 

generation session. The RPT session stops if any n consecutive packets of 32 

random patterns do not detect any new fault. If n=0, the RPT session is not 

included. (default: -r 16) 

-s n__ Initial seed for the random number generator (random()). If n=0, the initial seed is 

the current time. (default: -s 0) 

-t fn Test patterns are put into the file "fn". (default: *. test for a circuit named *. bench) 

OUTPUTS: In default mode, the summary of the test pattern generation is reported to the 

standard output and the test patterns are stored in the circuit_name.test file. If -1 option is 

specified, atalanta creates a log file. The log file contains more detailed information on the 

test pattern generation result. 

ON-LINE HELP: Type atalanta to see the available on-line help command. 

EXAMPLE: atalanta c432.bench - generates test patterns for the circuit c432. bench 

with default options (i.e., the same as atalanta -r 16 -s 0 -b 10 -B 20 -c 2 -t c432. test 

c432.bench). The generated test patterns are stored in file c432.test and the summary of the 

test pattern is reported to the standard output. 
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NETLIST FORMAT: The default netlist format for atalanta is ISCAS89 netlist format 

except for the following two cases. The first line should be # followed by the name of the 

circuit. The lines beginning with # excluding the first line are comment lines and ignored. 

These comment lines may be put into any part of the netlist. It should be noted that the 

order of gates appearing in the netlist is not significant. The name of gates can be a string of 

alpha-numeric characters (0-9, A-Z or a-z). ISCAS85 benchmark circuits translated in 

ISCAS89 netlist format are available in directory ISCAS85. The name of an ISCAS85 

circuit in ISCAS89 netlist format is circuit_name. bench. 

An example netlist of the circuit c17 written in ISCAS89 netlist format is shown 

below. 

EX AMPLE: ISCAS89 NETLIST FORMAT (c17. bench) 
mc ec a ag ese em ne ee ee ee ee a ee oe ee ee ee en ee ee 

# 0 inverters 
# 6 gates (6 NANDs ) 

INPUT(1) 
INPUT(2) 
INPUT(3) 
INPUT(6) 
INPUT(7) 

OUTPUT(22) 
OUTPUT(23) 

10 = NAND(1, 3) 
11 = NAND(3, 6) 
16 = NAND(2, 11) 
19 = NAND(11, 7) 
22 = NAND(10, 16) 
23 = NAND(16, 19) 
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MANAGEABLE GATES: 

  

syntax gate type 

INPUT primary input 
OUTPUT primary output 
AND and gate 
NAND nand gate 
OR or gate 
NOR nor gate 
XOR xor gate 
BUFF or BUF buffer 
NOT inverter 

* Gate types can be also written in lower case. 

TEST PATTERN FILE: The line beginning with * is a comment line and ignored. Each 

test pattern begins after a colon (:). For an n input circuit, only the n bits following : are 

significant, and the remaining bits, if any, are ignored. The j' th bit of a test pattern is the 

value of the j'th input of the circuit (in terms of their appearance in the circuit). For 

example, cl7 has five inputs named inputl, input2, input3, input6 and input? which appear 

in the order in the netlist. The first bit of a test pattern is the value for inputl, the second for 

input2, and so on. 

EX AMPLE: TEST PATTERN FILE FOR C17 
  

* Name of circuit: c17 

1: 01010 
2: 11110 
3: 10101 
4: 00111 
5: 10010 
6: 00101 
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Appendix B. An Example Run of the Test Pattern 

Generation Program ATALANTA 1.1. 

ATALANTA 1.1 generates test for all the detectable faults in a circuit. This 

appendix gives an example run of the test generation program "ATALANTA 1.1" using 

c432. The ATPG receives a circuit file, and generates a test pattern file. The summary of 

the results is shown on standard output. The results contained in the log file for c432 are 

given here. This file summarize the test generation results. 
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c432.log 

* Log file for the circuit c432. bench. 
* Number of faults detected by each test pattern: 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 
test 

faults 

test 

faults 
test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

1: 001110001110110101011001000001100000 
detected 

2: 011010110000100100111101001110110010 
detected 

3: 011010101111110001110100111001101100 
detected 

4: 000100111000010111011010100100011101 

detected 

5: 101110011100000110110101001100011110 
detected 

6: 000001111011101001100110011100110011 

detected 

7: 010111100111011000000000011111001110 
detected 

8: 010001101100001100010011000001000000 
detected 

9: 110101111101001110001000001100101111 
detected 
10: 001010101000000101110011010110110000 
detected 
11: 111110011100100010001001111100111000 
detected 

12: 110111010100010110000110000101000111 
detected 

13: 000110011111100011101001111000110110 
detected 
14: 100000001001000110010111011001100001 
detected 
15: 011001000010101100010010011111111110 

detected 
16: 100111111001111101110000111000010110 
detected 

17: 100000000011011100100010100010000000 
detected 
18: 000000110100111100111101011001011011 
detected 

19: 011100010111011111010000110011111011 
detected 

20: 111210110011110101010100111110101001 
detected 

21: 010111010101001110001110001101101100 
detected 

22: 111011100011011100101001110101010101 
detected 
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1111101 

1000000 

1111000 

1101101 

0111110 

1011100 

1100000 

1110110 

1001000 

0101010 

0101110 

1101101 

1001100 

1011001 

1111111 

1011010 

0011101 

1101001 

1101010 

1001010 

1111000 

1011111 

36 

59 

25 

28 

25 

26 

22 

33 

16 

11 

15 

21 

21 

11 

22 

10 
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test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 
test 

faults 
test 
faults 

test 
faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 

faults 

test 
faults 

23: 110111110010101101110100101100111101 
detected 

24: 111110100111101100000100001001110011 
detected 

25: ODDDCONDACONDNDNDDNONDNNNDNDNNOOCNDNN00NNN0NN0N 
detected 

26: 010000001001100011001100110010010010 
detected 

27: 100011110011111010101100111011100111 
detected 

28: 101101101010001110110001001101010110 
detected 

29: 100101101000101110110110101000011110 
detected 

30: 111110101101100110111000001011010100 
detected 
31: 110010101001000101010010010011011111 
detected 

32: 011000011111011111001110011000011111 
detected 

33: 1210000110111011111011010101100111101 
detected 

34: 011000011100111111000111111011111001 
detected 

35: 011010001101011111001001010111011000 
detected 

36: 011111011111011001100010101000111011 
detected 

37: 001111110111010011000100111001110010 
detected 

38: 111000101010000111000001001000011110 
detected 
39: 100000111101010101110100001111001001 
detected 
AO: 000111101000001100110100101110101011 
detected 

41: 000101100000111110000111110110110100 
detected 
42: 001010110111101111001110100101010001 
detected 

43: 110000011111010111111000110101110101 
detected 

44: 111111011111100111110011100010000001 
detected 

AS: 100101110001000111001110011010010110 
detected 

46: 011010111100010111010000110010011001 
detected 

47: 001010100111011100111011100111010101 
detected 
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1111011 

0000000 

1110000 

1101011 

0111001 

0011000 

1111001 

1101010 

1010011 

0110000 

1010000 

1111110 

1011100 

1111100 

0111100 

0111110 

0101011 

1001101 

1001011 

1111010 

0101111 

1011011 

1101101 

1011110 

16 

13 

18 
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End of test pattern generation. 

2 2 Fe 2 fe 2 2 a 2 22 fe 2 2 ke fe 2A Fe 22k fe 2 2A 2A ak fe a 3 2 fC 2 fe fe of 2k a 2 ak ae ae ake of ak ak ok ak 
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Appendix C. Flow Charts for FAN Algorithm. 

This appendix gives the flow charts for the different routines of FAN algorithm as 

presented in reference [22]. The sequence of the source code of ATALANTA is according 

to the box numbers in the flow chart. 
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Flow Chart for FAN algorithm. 
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